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Sub-stoichiometric graphene oxide (sub-GOx) is a distinctive class of materials characterized 
by the existence of relatively large nano-graphene domains that are bounded by oxidized sp3 
regions.  These sp3 regions can further be functionalized with alkyl chains to achieve 
processability in a variety of liquid media.  In this way, single-sheet dispersions of sub-GOx 
with graphene-like optical and electronic properties can be produced, and re-graphenized by 
mild heat treatment or chemical reduction to give films that show band-like transport, in 
contrast to more heavily-oxidized GOx which upon reduction instead show hopping transport.  
In this thesis, I have investigated some properties of these functionalized sub-GOx and 
methods for their efficient reduction in the dispersion state. The dependence of the properties 
of sub-GOx obtained from different graphite sources was first characterized, and a method was 
developed to measure their sheet size using dynamic light scattering.  Then a new route to 
reduce the functionalized sub-GOx in liquid dispersions while maintaining their processability 
was found: solvothermal reduction.  And it became possible to nearly completely reduce sub-
GOx to alkyl-functionalized “graphenes” that remain solution-processable.  This opens the 
possibility to use reduced graphenes directly in coatings or in nanocomposite blends for large 
area and/or flexible substrates by spin-coating, ink-jet printing and spray-coating.  
 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the properties and structure of graphene and graphene 
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Chapter 2 describes the experimental evidence for a surprisingly large dependence of graphite 
oxidative chemistry on the source of the graphite.  Graphites from different sources (both 
synthetic and natural) show a different propensity for Staudenmaier oxidation that can be 
related to the starting defect density measured by Raman spectroscopy.   
 
Chapter 3 describes an efficient solvothermal process to achieve deep deoxidation of alkyl-
functionalized sub-GOx.  The desired deoxidation and regraphenization are prompted at higher 
temperatures and by the use of aprotic made solvents. Moreover, it is found that carbon 
monoxide (CO) is a remarkably efficient fugitive deoxidizer. We further demonstrate that the 
dispersioin of deoxidized sub-GOx can be directly used for printing, coating and formulating 
into nanocomposites, without further purification or heat treatment. Thin films of the deoxidized 
sub-GOx give dc conductivities of up to 40 S cm−1, which is the highest, reported to date for 
solvent-processable graphene derivatives.   
 
In chapter 4 describes the use of dynamic light scattering to determine the size of the sub-GOx 
sheets while in dispersion. This method was found to be fast and reliable.  The fragmentation 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Unique properties and preparation of graphene 
1.1.1 Electronic, mechanical and optical properties of graphene  
Graphene is a single atomic layer of sp2 hybridized carbon1-2 with thickness of 3.4Å 3-4  which is the 
interlayer thickness of graphite. It is arranged in a hexagonal honey-comb lattice1-2, 5 that can 
essentially be referred to as a two dimensional (2D) material. It is an aromatic system and is 
composed of benzene rings with hydrogen atoms substituted by carbon atoms from adjacent rings 
(Figure 1.1). In the graphene plane, the carbon atoms are bonded together by σ bonds,5 each 
carbon atom in the lattice has a 2pz orbital that is oriented perpendicular to the graphene plane and 
can interact with neighboring 2pz orbital to form interesting band structure in which the   band is 
completely filled and  * band is completely empty, but they meet at K-point. 5-6  The  band thus 
contributes to a delocalized network of electrons which are largely responsible for the electron 
conduction 7-8 in the graphene plane.   
  
 







Figure 1.1: Schematics of the lattice structure of graphene 5 
 
However, a great concern posed in the research since the 1930s was that a 2D material could not 
freely exist and were thermodynamically unstable,7, 9 which would result in the loss of its long-
range order and favored formation of its allotropes during synthesis. Thus, there would be difficulty 
harnessing the respectable properties of this material. 
 
Despite the odds, the first isolation of this single layer material, graphene at ambient conditions 
was reported by Geim and Novoselov et al. 7 in 2004, by micromechanically cleave from highly 
ordered pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) using scotch-tape and placing the layer on oxidized silicon 
substrate. This breakthrough preparation method results in relatively defect free carbon layers, 7-8, 
where the electrons have a natural reputable mean-free path 10 without manipulating and 
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The increasing interest and intensive study of this material, graphene, hence lead to the discovery 
of its extraordinary electronic,7-8 mechanical, 11-12  and optical properties 13-14 etc.  
 
There are a total of two graphene bands, 15 termed  (bonding) and * (anti-bonding). The valence 
(bonding) and conduction (anti-bonding) bands meet at the six points corresponding to the corners 
of the hexagonal in the first Brillouin zone, 6 where the Fermi energy lies and hence dominates the 
opto-electronic properties. This leads to two inequivalent points at the Fermi level which are called 
K and K’ (also referred to as “Dirac points”) due to the spatial symmetry of the hexagonal lattice 
(Figure 1.2). 5-6 In the vicinity of these points, the electron energy, E is linearly dependent on the 






  , where vF is the 
Fermi velocity with a value around 106 m/s. And it was first obtained by Wallace in 1947. 16  As the 
result of the valley-like structure (Figure 1.2) 6, 16 of the energy bands, graphene is described as a 
zero-gap semiconductor.1, 6-8 Therefore, graphene displays an ambipolar electric field effect 1, 7 and 
giant charge carrier mobilities. 7-8, 17 Experimentally, field effect transport measurements have 
already shown that graphene has remarkable electron and hole mobilities at room temperature as 
high as 15, 000 cm2V-1s-1. 6-8 Due to its extraordinary electron transport properties, graphene 
places itself in a position to replace silicon 18 in modern semiconductor devices. Moreover, the high 
mobilities of this material opens the possibility of ballistic transport7-8, 10 at submicron scales.  
  
 








Figure 1.2: Schematics of the Brillouin zone and dispersion spectrum of graphene 5 
 
Besides, graphene also exhibits unparalleled mechanical properties. A defect-free graphene is 
reported to have a Young's modulus of ~1.0 TPa and a fracture strength of 130 GPa. 11-12, 19-20  
Both Young’s modulus and fracture strength are studied using force-displacement measurements 
by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) on suspended monolayer graphene, of which the schematic 
illustration is shown in Figure 1.3.11, 19-20 Graphene is one of the strongest materials ever tested, 
which has fracture strength 200 times greater than steel. For chemically modified graphene which 
has been studied using similar method, the Young’s modulus of reduced graphene oxide exhibits 
0.2 TPa with 0.02 TPa variation,21 and no fracture strength was reported to our best knowledge.   
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of nanoindentation on suspended graphene 11 
 
In addition, graphene has relatively high opacity for single atomic layer. To quickly identify the 
morphology, quality of graphene, or to distinguish the number of layers, the optical contrast of 
graphene on various substrates, such as SiO2/Si,22-24 SiC,25 and Al2O3/Si,26 have been studied 
intensively. For instance, single atomic layers on 300-nm SiO2 wafer are visible under an optical 
microscope due to thin film interference effects. 22-23 This technique simplifies the process of 
finding single graphene sheets. The high opacity originates from the special electronic structure at 
Dirac point, and can be estimated from (1-T) ≈  ≈ 2.3%,13-14 T is the optical transmittance,  is 
the fine structure constant (  = 2e2/hc, e is the electron charge, c is the light speed in vacuum, 
and h is Planck's constant). This value has also been observed experimentally in the visible range, 
and the transmittance decreases linearly with number of layers for n-layer graphene.14 This unique 
absorption behaviour enables graphene to be a promising candidate for optical applications, such 
as ultrafast photonics,27-28, and non linear optical limiters29-30 etc.  
 
All these extraordinary properties enable graphene to become a promising material for many 
applications. By capitalizing on its unique structural and electronic properties, flexible electronics 
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and transparent membranes such as the replacement of indium tin oxide (ITO) 31-32 as an electrode 
in organic light emitting diode (OLED) 27, 33, liquid crystal display (LCD), 34-35 or photovoltaic (PV) 32, 
36 devices are also possible. The material is also expected to find a variety of applications, such as 
touch panels37, solar cells,32, 36 sensors,38-39 batteries,40-41 supercapacitors,42-43 hydrogen storage 
systems44-45 and as reinforcement fillers of nanocomposites.46-47 However, a challenge posed in 
these applications research is the ability to prepare high quality, reliable, and scalable graphene in 
a cost-effective manner. Before their use can be realized, an optimal method for its fabrication 
must first be developed. In view of these considerations, the existing synthesis routes of graphene 
are examined in the following section. 
 
1.1.2 Preparation of graphene  
Several methods to prepare graphene to assess their ease in fabricating and integrating high 
quality graphene in large-scale potential applications are reviewed.  Top-down approaches include 
micromechanical cleavage 7-8 of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), and liquid phase 
exfoliation of graphite, 48-49 while bottom-up approaches include chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
of hydrocarbon gas  50-51 and high temperature treatment of silicon carbides (SiC)52-53. 
  
Mechanical exfoliated graphene. Graphene was first isolated by  Geim and Novoselov et al. in 
2004  8, 54 by repeated micro-mechanical peeling from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) 
with an adhesive tape.  Using this method, typically only few micrometer-size graphene with 
variable shape can be prepared at each time.55-56  There is little control over the yield of single 
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and/or few graphene layers on target substrate.  Therefore this method is not scalable2, 56-57 and 
practical.  Further it suffers from adhesive residue from the tape.  Nevertheless, graphene obtained 
via this method is still popular in the physics fraternity as a model for fundamental physics studies6-
7, 17 of all graphitic materials. 
 
Chemical vapour deposited (CVD) graphene.  Single and few-layer graphene can be grown on 
transition metal surfaces acting as catalysts, such as Cu,58-60 Ni,61-62  Pt,62 Ir,62-63 Ru,62, 64 Re,62 and 
Pd65 etc. by CVD. Recent CVD graphene research focuses on growth on Cu foil, which gives 
exceptional results in terms of homogeneous deposition of good quality single layer graphene in 
large area. The growth process on Cu involves the thermal decomposition of methane gas on the 
surface of Cu substrate at ~1000°C under low vacuum in the presence of argon/hydrogen flow 37, 50, 
59-60, 66.  Carbon atoms from the methane to be implanted on the Cu surface via chemical 
absorption upon cooling. However, graphene growth in terms of morphology and thickness is not 
easy to control, as it is sensitive to the geometry of growth chamber,60, 67 chamber pressure,60, 67 
pre-treatment of growth substrate,37, 59, 67 flow of reaction gas,60, 67 temperature,60, 67 and Cu 
substrate thickness. 60, 67 In addition, the graphene growth tends to wrinkle due to the difference in 
thermal expansion68 between graphene and copper.  
 
Although large-area graphene films as large as the underlying metal substrates of single- to few-
layers have been generated by CVD growth, the uniform growth of high quality single-layer 
graphene is still a challenge.12, 51 Besides, graphene needs to be transferred from its growth 
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substrates onto Si or other substrates for further device applications. Till date, transfer methods 
developed69-73 would unavoidably result in sheet fragmentation 72 and residues 71, 74 from polymer 
supports such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)73 or polydimethylsioxane (PDMS) 71, 75 or 
adhesive supports such as thermal tape,51 which not only limit the exploitation of graphene 
properties but also affect further processing.  
 
Epitaxial graphene.  Apart from CVD, another substrate-grown graphene (termed as epitaxial 
graphene) is also obtained on electrically insulating SiC (0001) crystal.53, 76-77 This is achieved via 
thermal decomposition of SiC.   Epitaxial graphene layer78-80 is formed through Si depletion from a 
SiC surface under high temperature annealing (>1300°C) either in ultra-high vacuum 52-53 or 
atmospheric pressure.55  Single- or few-layer graphene forms on the Si face of the crystal, whereas 
multi-layer graphene films grow on the C face.80-81 This method has its drawbacks. Apart from the 
limitations by the cost and size of SiC substrates82-83 which inhibit large area or quantity synthesis 
unlike solution-phase exfoliation, the method produces graphene contains many defects as a result 
of large lattice mismatch84-85 between the SiC substrate and graphene. Besides, since the growth 
of graphene starts at several locations on the crystal simultaneously forming islands which grow 
together, it is not perfectly homogeneous, due to defects or grain boundaries similar to the case of 
CVD graphene described above. Its quality therefore is not as good as that of mechanically 
exfoliated graphene, even though it is grown on a perfect single crystal. Furthermore, the results 
are highly dependent on the conditions used such as temperature, heating rate and pressure. As 
the graphitization requires both extremely low vacuum pressure of 10-10 torr and high temperatures, 
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number of viable substrates are limited. Till date, it is unclear if uniform deposition over large areas 
can be obtained using this method and whether the grown graphene can be easily transferred onto 
more desirable substrates compared to CVD graphene. 
 
Solution processable graphene. Solution processable graphene has attracted a lot of research 
interests recently since it can be used directly for printing, coating and formulating into 
nanocomposites. A well-known approach to synthesize solution processable graphene is through 
liquid exfoliation, which was first reported by Hernandez and Coleman et al. in 2008. In this method, 
graphite flakes or particles were dispersed in solvents such as N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), N,N-
Dimethylacetamide (DMA), γ-butyrolactone (GBL) and 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMEU) and 
sonicated for long hours.  The dispersion was then centrifugated at very high speed to give light-
grey colour supernatant that contained single and few layers graphene.  This gave very low yield of 
graphene, about 1 wt%.  Moreover, sonication-assisted exfoliation could cause defects in graphene, 
as shown in its Raman spectrum giving higher D band intensity after long sonication. 48-49   Besides, 
long sonication leaded to very small graphene sheet,  typically 100 – 200 nm in size.49  
 
Besides liquid phase exfoliated graphene, other research efforts are also carried out to achieve 
solution processable graphene. Li et al. 86 reported the exfoliation-reintercalation-expansion of 
graphite to produce high quality single layer graphene sheets stably suspended in organic 
solvents.86 In their work, commercial expandable graphite was subjected to brief heating at 1000°C 
in forming gas. It was grounded with sodium chloride crystals and reintercalated with oleum, and 
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then treated using tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBA). The resulted graphene sheet could be 
dispersed in the mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethyleneglycol)-5000] using sonication, and could further be 
transferrable to water and organic solvents. This method gave relative high yield of singly 
dispersed graphene sheets. However, complicated treatment steps unavoidably introduce various 
impurities which were difficult to remove at later stage and would absolutely affect the properties of 
the graphene sheet. Choucair et al. 87 reported another approach to synthesize large-scale solution 
processable graphene based on the common laboratory reagents ethanol and sodium, which were 
reacted to give an intermediate solid that was then pyrolized, yielding a fused array of graphene 
sheets that were dispersed by mild sonication. This method was simple and gave large-scale 
solution processable graphene sheets, the majority of which however were multi-layers.87  In 
summary, till date, there is still lacking of a synthesis method of solution processable graphene to 
achieve high yield, no impurity and singly-dispersion.  
 
In conclusion, CVD and epitaxial graphene still need further development in transferring graphene 
out of their growth substrate or achieving higher concentration of graphene dispersion, while 
solution processable graphene need further development to achieve high yield, no impurity and 
singly-dispersion. Therefore, it seems viable to develop graphene through graphene oxide 
precursors to achieve highly dispersable solution-processable graphene, especially for application 
which can tolerate some disorder.  
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1.2 Solution processable graphene oxide 
1.2.1 Synthesis and chemical structure of graphene oxide  
Graphene oxide (GOx) serves as a traditional precursor of graphene, and has been firstly 
synthesised more than a century ago by Brodie. 88 In 1859, Brodie oxidized graphite repeatedly 
with a mixture of potassium chlorate (KClO3) and fuming nitric acid (HNO3),57, 88 40 years after 
Brodie’s discovery, Staudenmaier modified this oxidation method by spiking the aliquots with more 
KClO3 and  concentrated sulphuric acid (H2SO4) over the course of reaction89  In 1957, Hummers 
and Offeman used a stronger oxidizing agent potassium permanganate (KMnO4) in concentrated 
H2SO4 for graphite oxidation.90 Subsequent graphite oxidation methods91-94 were modified from 
these three main methods. It is important to notice that the oxidation state of GOx also depends on 
the graphite sources (see chapter 2 of this thesis) and the respective reaction conditions such as 
process temperature and hours. 57, 95-96  
 
Extensive research has been done on GOx to reveal its chemical structures. Several models97-101 
are still being debated in the literature. This is mainly due to the lack of understanding of the acid-
oxidation mechanisms and the non-stoichiometric atomic nature of GOx.  Despite these difficulties, 
considerable effort 97-102 has been directed to understand the chemical structure of GOx. In the 
following section, these important GOx models are elaborated.   
 
In early days, the chemical structure models were speculated mainly based on elemental 
composition and X-ray diffraction analysis.57 Originally, Hofmann and Holst proposed that oxygen 
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was bound to carbon basal planes in terms of epoxy groups only. 97  Ruess developed a variation 
model based on Hofmann’s in 1946.98 In Ruess’s model, both epoxy and hydroxyl groups were 
incorporated into the basal plane. In addition, the basal plane structure was altered into a sp3 
hybridized system rather than sp2 system. In 1969, Scholz and Boehm proposed a model, which 
was completely substituted with regular quinoidal species rather than epoxy and hydroxyl groups, 
in a corrugated backbone.99  In addition, Nakajima and Matsuo proposed their own model as and 
analog to poly (dicarbon monofluoride), (C2F)n.100 The schematic illustrations of the four models are 





Figure 1.4: Shematic illustration of Hofmann, Ruess, Scholz-Boehm, Nakajma-Matsuo model 95 
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In 1998, Lerf and co-workers proposed a new model based on these previous models, with new 
experimental evidence.101 It described GOx layer as a random distribution of flat aromatic regions 
with unoxidized benzene rings and wrinkled regions of alicyclic six-membered rings bearing 
alkenes, hydroxyl, and ether groups, and the sheets of GOx were terminated with hydroxyl and 
carboxylic groups. The schematic illustration of Lerf-Klinowski model is shown in Figure 1.5. All the 
characterizations were based on solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 
studies,101 and this was the first of such measurement in the field because previous studies 
primarily relied on elemental composition and X-ray diffraction analyses. Strong experimental 
evidence makes this model is the most recognized up to now.101  
 
Figure 1.5: schematic illustration of Lerf-Klinowski model 101 
 
In 2009, Gao et al. found some new insights in the structure of graphite oxide based on Lerf-
Klinowski’s model. 102 By interpreting NMR spectroscopic data, they provided the experimental 
evidence for a peripheral structure for GOx containing five- and six-membered-ring lactols (see 
blue atoms in structure) and possibly an occasional 2-hydroxynaphthalic anhydride or 1,3-
dihydroxyxanthone.  The structural model of the GOx sheet is shown in Figure 1.6.   
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Figure 1.6:  Schematic illustraction of modification of Lerf-Klinowski model 102 
 
Our group synthesised another class of GOx  which we called sub-stoichiometric graphene oxide 
(sub-GOx) 46, 92  This sub-GOx is about one-third to half oxidized. The sp2 carbon atoms are 
organized into nanographene domains, which are reasonably large 2D -electron systems with 
diameters of ~10nm and are separated by boundaries comprising a network of epoxy and / or 
hydroxyl-bonded sp3 carbon atoms. (see  
Figure 1.7). The experimental evidence of these nanographene domains is given by high resolution 
























































Figure 1.7: Shematic structure of a sub-GOx sheet. The sheet comprises nanographene domains 
separated by oxygenated sp3 carbon network. 
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1.2.2 Dispersability of graphene oxide 
Heavily-oxidized GOx, being hydrophilic, disperses very well only in aqueous or polar solvents.104-
105 This limits the processing to within such solvents. To expand its solution-processability to 
organic solvents for various deposition purposes and subsequent device applications92, 106-108, 
chemical functionalization of GOx is necessary. Here, two common chemical functionalization 
routes employed to facilitate and enhance the solution processability of GOx are outlined. 
 
GOx contains many oxygen functional groups, such as epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the basal 
planes, as well as carboxylic and carbonyl groups at the sheet edges.57, 109  As heavily-oxidized 
GOx has a higher proportion of carboxylic and/ or carbonyl groups,57, 95 functionalization via such 
groups is preferred. Previous well developed functionalization routes at the carboxylic groups in 
small molecule organic chemistry57  have been applied here. Catalysts such as thionyl chloride 
(SOCl2),110 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC),106 or N-N'-
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC)111 etc are often required to activate these acid groups before the 
coupling reactions. Subsequent addition of the nucleophiles, such as amines57, 112 or hydroxyls,57 
then produces covalently attached functional groups to GOx via the formation of amides or esters.   
 
Apart from functionalization via the carboxylic groups, the epoxy groups are also chemically 
reactive for functionalization. This route is more often applicable to sub-GOx reported in our earlier 
work 92 since it has been experimentally determined to have a majority of epoxy groups on the 
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basal plane compared to the other oxygen functional groups. A possible mechanism for this 
reaction involves a nucleophilic attack at the -carbon by an amine functionalizing agent. Our 
group has previously demonstrated the epoxide ring-opening reaction by the addition of 
octadeacylamine (ODA) to sub-GOx. The long alkyl-chain functionalized sub-GOx can then form 
stable dispersions in various organic solvents to concentration as high as 15 mg/mL. This high 
density single sheet dispersion can be easily deposited via spin-casting, inkjet-printing or spray-
coating. With long alkyl chains grafted on these sheets, there would hence be no restacking of the 
sub-GOx sheets with a single coat. 
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1.2.3 Reduction  
As-synthesized GOx is electrically insulating since oxygen bonding disrupts the sp2 carbon network 
over which  electrons are delocalized. Thus, reduction of GOx will be necessary to partially 
restore the sp2 carbon network and electrical conductivity. Here, we refer the reduced product as 
reduced GOx (RGOx). Various reduction methods have been widely reported in the literature4, 113-
114 but chemical reduction and thermal annealing are more commonly employed. In this section 
however distinction between reduction in heavily-oxidized GOx and sub-GOx will not be made but 
generalised as GOx. 
 
Chemical reduction. Various chemical agents have been reported to reduce GOx. A commonly 
used reducing agent is hydrazine and its family species which comprises of hydrazine 
monohydrate and dimethylhydrazine etc. 104, 113, 115-119 It was first introduced by Stankovich et al. in 
2007.113 Hydrazine is known to effectively remove epoxy and hydroxyl groups but leave the edge 
moieties such as carboxylic and carbonyl groups intact. This definitely restricts the recovery of the 
 network system, and further limits the conductivity of RGOx. 102, 120 The typical conductivity of 
hydrazine-reduced RGOx ranges from 10 to 20 S/cm,104, 116 but it can be increased to ~70 S/cm 
with the help of ammonium120  and further raised about 5 times when coupled with high 
temperature annealing.115-116 The value however are still significantly lower to that of polycrystalline 
graphite (~1000 S/cm).116  
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Till date, the reduction mechanism is still not fully understood although a possible reduction route 
has been proposed by Stankovich113 (Figure 1.8). It involves an epoxide ring-opening by the amine 
nucleophile before releasing water and diazene molecules to recover the carbon-carbon double 
bond. Thus far, since hydrazine is not an environmentally friendly chemical, there is a need to 
explore other reducing agents.   
 
Figure 1.8: A proposed reaction pathway for epoxide reduction with hydrazine. 113 
 
 
A frequently-used environmentally friendly chemical reducing agent is sodium borohydride 
(NaBH4),102, 121-122 The typical conductivity of such RGOx is ~ 1 S/cm,102, 121 but it can be improved 
by 2-3 order of magnitude with high temperature annealing.102 Its lower conductivity compared to 
hydrazine-reduced GOx can be explained by the poor reduction efficiency of NaBH4 in organic 
chemistry, whereby it is shown to be able to effectively reduce aldehydes and ketones, but poor in 
reducing epoxy and carboxylic acid groups.123  
 
Other chemical reducing agents that have been researched extensively recently include 
hydroquinone, 122, 124 p-phynylenediamine, 125 and hydroiodic acid 126 etc.  
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Thermal reduction. GOx can also be thermally reduced. It has been previously demonstrated by 
Schniepp et al. 4 and McAllister et al. 114  Since the decomposition temperature for thermally labile 
oxygen functional groups, such as epoxy and carboxylic groups, is between ~150°C to 300°C, 
thermal reduction can be achieved above 200°C in either inert or reducing environments.94, 115  The 
reduction efficiency is increased when higher temperatures are employed.116, 127  Till date, 
conductivity of RGOx116, 128 achieved via high temperature annealing has been the highest among 
all reduction routes.  
 
The typical reported electrical conductivity of RGOx after annealing at 1100°C is ~500 S/cm,116  
which is only half of that of polycrystalline graphite (103 S/cm),116 and more than one order lower 
than the in-plane conductivity of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, 104 S/cm).129  
Nevertheless, this still indicates effective reduction and restoration of the basal plane sp2  network.  
Such reduction may not be applicable for all substrates for instance plastic substrates since they 
cannot endure high temperature annealing and will warp and melt. Besides, the thermal reduction 
involves the release of carbon dioxide and/or carbon monoxide which leaves vacancies and 
topological defects on the carbon basal plane,4, 116 thereby adversely affect the electronic 
properties of RGOx.113, 116, 130 
 
Other reduction methods. GOx has also been reported to be solution-reduced in electrolytes by 
sweeping voltammetry,131 in an alkaline solution environment,95, 132 or in supercritical water.133 
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Others include ultraviolet-assisted methods,134-135 laser irradiation136-137 and moderate temperature 
reduction within a polymer138  etc. 
 
 In summary, the efficiency of the reduction process depends largely on the methods and their 
accompanying parameters or conditions. Nevertheless, none of the reported reduction methods 
thus far has shown to yield complete removal of oxygen thus resulting in only partial restoration of 
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1.3 Optical and electrical properties of GOx and RGOx 
Both GOx and RGOx contain a mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbons, and it is this different 
ratio of hybridized carbons that govern their respective optical and electrical properties. The ratio of 
sp2 and sp3 carbons can be tuned by controlling the reduction extent and/ or other chemical 
reactions. Hence, this provides the platform for tuneable optical and electrical properties of these 
materials. 
 
1.3.1 Optical properties of GOx and RGOx 
Optical absorption of GOx and RGOx. Heavily-oxidized GOx when dispersed in water gives a 
brown solution104, 139-140 while a sub-GOx dispersed in organic solvent is black46, 92, 94. The colour of 
the RGOx dispersion can be tuned from dark brown to black by controlling the extent of 
reduction.104, 120 In the literature,2, 120, 141 solution UV-Vis spectroscopy is widely employed to study 
the optical absorption of both GOx and RGOx instead of via visual observation. 
Figure 1.9 shows an example of solution UV-Vis absorption spectra of GOx (0 min) and RGOx.120 
For GOx, the absorption occurs at ~231 nm, with a shoulder at ~300 nm. This peak has been 
assigned to the n to * transition of C=O.142-143 The background absorption in the visible range is 
dominated by  to* transition of the nano-graphene domains of different sizes. By controlling the 
reduction extent through, such as varying the hydrazine-reduction time of GOx, the peak at 231 nm 
is red-shifted to 270 nm, accompanied by an increase in the background absorption. This shows 
that since the  conjugation level of RGOx is controllable, it offers the possibility to tune its optical 
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and electrical properties.120, 144  However, the lack of absorption edge in the spectra for both GOx 
and RGOx indicates there is no well defined band gap in these two materials.115 
 
Figure 1.9: UV-Vis absorption spectra of GOx in water as a function of elapsed time during chemical 
reduction by hydrazine. 86 
 
Transparent properties and sheet resistances. Extensive research has been carried out to 
study the relationship between the transmittance and sheet resistance of RGOx. Such evaluation 
has been reviewed by Mattevi et al. 116 2, and is illustrated in Figure 1.10.  The plot shows that both 
the transmittance and sheet resistance of RGOx decrease with reduction proceeds. The reduction 
routes reported by Becerril et al. and Mkhoyan et al respectively through high temperature 
annealing at 1100 °C either in UHV127 or under Ar/H2145 are the most efficient, which therefore is 
reflected by a greater attenuation of sheet resistance. It is also noteworthy that liquid exfoliated 
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graphene shows a higher sheet resistance and optical transparency compared to RGOx that 
underwent high temperature reduction at fixed transmission.48 This suggests that the former 
sonication-assisted route introduces considerable amount of defects, which will then adversely 
alter the exfoliated graphene’s optical properties.   All in all, the experimental plot clearly shows 
that none of the reduction routes till date can produce RGOx which exhibit optical properties and 
sheet resistance that approaches those of perfect graphene.  
 
Figure 1.10: Transmittance at λ = 550 nm as a function of sheet resistance of RGOx films reported by 
various groups in the literature. In some cases, indicated by (*), the properties were estimated from the 
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1.3.2 Electrical properties of RGOx 
Field effect properties. Graphene is a promising material to fabricate field effect transistors, due 
to its giant carrier concentrations6-7 for both holes and electrons, and remarkable carrier mobilities 
of 15,000 cm2/Vs.8, 54 How is about RGOx? It has been demonstrated to show similar transfer 
characteristics of graphene. RGOx exhibits ambipolar field effect,92, 146 and both electron and holes 
can be induced by gate voltage. Moreover, the on/off ratio of RGOx is typically low (<10) compared 
to semiconductors,92 and this is consistent with a monolayer graphene which is a zero band gap 
semiconductor.  
 
The transfer characteristics of RGOx can be tuned by controlling the reduction extent by varying 
the reduction time. 116, 147 Eda et al. has reported that GOx can undergo the transformation from an 
insulator to a semiconductor before becoming a semimetal by controlling the hydrazine reduction 
time.147 This suggests RGOx as a potential candidate for tunable electrical devices. However, 
typical reported values of both electron and hole mobilities in RGOx is 10 cm2/Vs.12, 92 This is 
because the reduction has only managed to partially recover the structural defects in RGOx which 
have been introduced during oxidation. Single RGOx sheet, due to its size limitation, cannot span 
across the source and drain electrodes on traditional field effect transistors; hence, the above 
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Electrical conductivity. GOx is electrical insulating, due to the absence of a percolating pathway 
among the sp2 carbon domains2, 102, 116 but it can be converted to RGOx through reduction to 
partially recover its structural defects. Till date, the most effective reduction route is via high 
temperature annealing which is held either in ultra-high vacuum (UHV)127 or by  introducing a 
reducing or inert gas (such as H2, Ar).116, 128 A typical electrical conductivity of RGOx that can be 
achieved is around 500 S/cm116, 127-128 while that of which underwent chemical reduction without 
any other treatment would only be ~10-20 S/cm.102, 104, 113 These are well below those obtained for 
polycrystalline graphite116 and HOPG.129 
.  
Electrical conductance mechanism. Kaiser et al. 148 has reported that the electrical conductance 
of RGOx, which was obtained by reduction via hydrogen plasma treatment, could be interpreted 
using two-dimensional (2D) variable range hopping (VRH) model. The temperature dependence 
conductance (G(T)=I/Vds) is in agreement with the expression: G(T) = G1 exp(-B/T1/3) + G0, where 
the first term represents the usual two dimensional VRH, and the second term represents purely 
field-driven conduction without thermal activation. Siniskii et al.149 also reported a similar electrical 
conductance mechanism for 1100°C thermally reduced RGOx nanoribbons.  In both situations, 
they started reduction with heavily-oxidized GOx, and their results suggested RGOx did not lead to 
delocalization of carriers but to an increase number of localized states, and these localized states 
were separated by disordered regions where  the conduction was controlled by hopping.2, 148 This 
suggested that even the most efficient reduction routes148-149 were not able to fully or greatly 
reduce the heavily oxidized GOx and restore its electron system. 
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Yet, a different transport mechanism is derived from the less defective starting GOx or sub-GOx. 
Our previous work has shown that band-like transport in RGOx was achieved when sub-GOx was 
thermally reduced at 300°C.92, 94 The transport was on longer limited by localized states and show 
Arrehenius-type temperature dependence. This result further attests to the advantage of starting 
with sub-GOx material for subsequent deoxidation or reduction as recovery of its structural defects 
will be more efficient. 
 
In summary, GOx and RGOx have been shown to exhibit tuneable optical and electrical properties. 
To study these properties as well as other characteristics throughout the thesis, various 
experimental techniques have been employed. In the next section, an overview of these 
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1.4 Experiment techniques 
In this thesis, the fundamental properties of graphene based materials are studied by using 
different experiment techniques. Raman and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) have 
been employed to study the structure information of graphene based materials; FTIR, Near-IR (IR), 
Visible (Vis), UV absorption spectroscopy probe their π to π* electronic excitations;150 besides, 
field effect transistor and four point probe device are used to investigate the transfer characteristics 
and electrical conductivity; in addition,  Dynamic light scattering spectroscopy (DLS) is applied to 
measure the average GOx sheet size in faster and non-destructive way.  The details of each 
technique are discussed in the following: 
  
1.4.1 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful and non-destructive technique which can be used to study the 
vibrational modes of material. It relies on inelastic scattering of the incident laser photon. The 
photon can gain a discrete amount of energy due to annihilation of a phonon, called anti-stokes 
Raman scattering (Figure 1.11) or more often lose that same amount of energy due to creation of 
the phonon, called Stokes Raman scattering. The change in the energy of the scattered photon 
corresponds exactly to the phonon energy. As a result, the wavelength of the scattered laser 
photons can become longer (Stokes Raman scattering) or shorter (anti-Stokes Raman scattering), 
which can be easily measured using a grating. From this, the phonon modes in the materials can 
be determined. Using quantum-chemical calculations, the respective vibrations can be identified.151  
  
 
















Figure 1.11: Energy level diagram explaining Raman scattering 152 
 
Raman spectroscopy is widely used to characterize the sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, and 
obtain structure information of carbon based materials. The main features in the Raman spectra of 
graphitic carbon-based materials are the G and D peaks and their overtones. The first-order G and 
D peaks, both arising from vibrations of sp2 carbon, appear at around 1580 and 1350 cm-1 
respectively.153 The G peak which is also called E2g mode corresponding to the in-plane optical 
vibration, is due to the bond stretching of sp2 carbon pairs in both rings and chains. The D peak is 
due to the breathing mode of aromatic ring and requires a defect for its activation (Figure 1.12). 
The D peak intensity is therefore often used as a measure for the degree of disorder. The area 
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Figure 1.12: Motion of carbon atoms in (a) G mode occurring at all sp2 sites, not exclusive to rings (b) D 
mode which is characteriztic of the presence of six fold aromatic rings.153 
 
The overtone of the G peak, called the 2D peak, appears around 2670 cm-1, and it is always seen, 
even when no D peak is present since no defects are required for the activation. Its shift and shape 
have been correlated with the number of graphene layers (for layers less than 5). 154-155  
 
Raman spectra in this thesis are collected using a scanning confocal Raman microscope 
(Renishaw In-Via Raman 2000) with 514-nm excitation wavelength at low laser power (~0.615mW). 
Graphene samples are further encapsulated in N2 using glass slides and parafilm to avoid possible 
atmospheric photo oxidation during data collection. In fact, no change in the spectra occurred 
between the first and second scan collected at the same spot indicated no laser-induced damage 
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1.4.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy exploits the fact that molecules have specific 
frequencies at which they rotate or vibrate corresponding to discrete energy levels (vibrational 
modes). These resonant frequencies are determined by the shape of the molecular potential 
energy surfaces, the masses of the atoms and by the associated vibronic coupling. In order for a 
vibrational mode in a molecule to be infrared active, it must be associated with changes in the 
permanent dipole. The fundamental of the FTIR is based upon the molecular vibrations of the 
components present.  
 
FTIR can be used to identify chemical compound by determining functional groups or substituent 
groups present in a sample.  It consists of a unique fingerprint region to confirm the identity of a 
compound. For example peaks at 2850 cm-1 and 2920 cm-1 corresponds to symmetric and 
asymmetric –CH2 of the alkyl chain while a peak at 3300 cm-1 corresponds to the amide –NH 
vibration. A table of infrared absorptions for representative functional group can be easily obtained 
to provide detailed information on the peaks and the corresponding functional groups.  
 
In this thesis, FTIR spectroscopy (Nicolet 8700 FTIR) is used to identify the presence of functional 
groups in the graphene oxide and also its reduced form.  The extent of reduction that is the 
restoration of sp2 conjugated graphene network can be monitored by integrating the intensity over 
infrared-visible-UV range.  
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1.4.3 Absorption spectroscopy 
Absorption spectra from infrared, mid-infrared to visible regions of samples diluted in potassium 
bromide (KBr) discs, are collected to probe the  to * electronic excitations of graphene materials. 
Infrared region is collected using FTIR, and near-infrared and ultraviolet regions are measured 
using home-build spectrometer.  
 
For normal optical density samples which optical density are below 2, the light from a 50 W quartz-
tungsten-halogen lamp is focused onto a monochromator (Newport CS260, F /3.9) to get a 
monochromatic light. The monochromatic light is collected by the reflecting concave mirrors and 
focused onto the KBr disc. Then, the light passing through the KBr disc is collected by the 
photodiode. The data collection process is automatically controlled by the program written by the 







Figure 1.13: Schematic diagram of home-build ultraviolet and near-infrared spectrometer 
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For high optical density samples whose optical density are not less than 2, an optical chopper is 
inserted in front of iris to provide a modulated frequency (130Hz) to the incoming light, and the 
frequency is sent into lock-in-amplifier as reference (LIA, Stanford Research, SR830). The light 
passing through the KBr pellet is collected by the photodiode, and also sent to LIA as input. By 
doing this, LIA is able to pick up the weak voltage difference (Von-off) of the photodiode between the 























Figure 1.14: Schematic diagram of home-build ultraviolet and near-infrared spectrometer for high optical 
density sample 
 
For different range data acquisitions, different photodiodes are used. Silicon detector (OPT301M 
from Burr Brown and FDS1010 from Thorlabs) with the effective range between 3.0 eV to 1.0eV 
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serves for ultraviolet range; and InGaAs detector (from Newport) with the effective range between 
1.4 eV to 0.7 eV serves for near-infrared range.  
 
1.4.4 Field-effect transistor device 
Field-effect transistor (FET) is employed in this thesis to study the mobility and carrier behaviour of 
GOx and RGOx. Three fundamental components of a three-terminal device contain electrodes 
(source, drain, and gate), semiconductor material and dielectric material. Here, a bottom gate, top 
contact device configuration is applied in this thesis for field effect behaviour study, and the 
schematic configuration is shown in Figure 1.15. Sample material can be deposited by e.g. spin 
coating or ink jet printing, to bridge the source and drain electrodes, and is itself spaced from the 
gate contact by an insulating gate dielectric layer. Source and drain electrodes are thermally 
evaporated or photolithographically patterned after sample material has been deposited. To 
measure the device characteriztics, one voltage (Vds) is applied across the drain-source electrodes 
and another voltage (Vgs) across the gate-source electrodes. This gate voltage provides an 
electrical field which introduces charge carriers to accumulate at the graphene-dielectric interface. 







Figure 1.15: Cross section view of FET device configuration 
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Field effect mobility can be extracted from field effect transistors in the linear regime.  When a 
small Vds is applied across source-drain electrodes, the charges flowing from source to drain, the 
current flowing through the channel is directly proportional to Vds. In this case the linear mobility 









Where L is the channel length, W is the channel width, Ci is the capacitance per unit area of the 
insulator, Vgs,th is the threshold voltage, and Ids is measured here. The Vgs,th depends on the charge 
carrier trapping at the interfaces and the nature of the semiconductor/dielectric interface. The 
typical transfer curve of reduced graphene oxide is shown in Figure 1.16. It shows ambipolar 
behaviour, and no hysteresis which indicates well-defined charge-carrier mobilities with no trapping.  
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1.4.5 Electrical conductivity 
Four point probe technique is used to measure electrical conductivity in this thesis, and it is a 
typical method used to measure the electrical conductivity of materials by overlaying four equally-
spaced metal contacts on top of the material, then passing a current through the two outer probes 
and measuring the voltage across the inner probes. It gives more accurate reading especially 
comparing to two terminals’ device, because the separation of current and voltage electrodes 
eliminates the impedance contribution of the contact resistances. The four electrodes are 






Figure 1.17: Schematic configuration of four point probes’ device 
 
To fabricate the four point probes’ device for conductivity measurement, graphene material is spin-
coated or ink-jet printed onto 300nm SiO2 substrate, and four Au electrodes are thermally 
evaporated. To measure the device, current is swept through the outer electrodes and the induced 





, where I is the injected current or measured current (both should 
be equal if device works properly), U is the voltage across the inner electrodes, L is the channel 
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length, W is the channel width, and t is the thickness of graphene material. The typical conductivity 
curve is shown in Figure 1.18:  
 




V (V)  
Figure 1.18: I-V curve of reduced graphene oxide 
 
1.4.6 Dynamic light scattering spectroscopy 
Dynamic light scattering spectroscopy (DLS) is used to quickly obtain the average size GOx sheets. 
In solution, particles are doing the Brownian motion, and the scattered light from the dispersion of 
particles reflects the Brownian motion of the particles. The intensity autocorrelation function can be 
calculated from scattering light intensity directly collected by a photomultiplier, from which useful 
dynamic information about the dispersion can be extracted. DLS is widely used as a useful 
technique for in situ measurement of particle suspensions since hydrodynamic properties, size and 
shape of the particles can be obtained through theoretical relations without precipitating samples 
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which might change the particles geometry property. The optical image of DLS setup has been 
shown in Figure 1.19. 
 
Figure 1.19: Optical image of DLS setup 
 
In DLS experiment, the intensity correlation function (G2(K,)) is defined in terms of scattering 
intensity, and shown in below: 
22 ),(/),().,(),( n,ono tKItKItKIKG   
whereI is the scattering light intensity,  is the delay time, K is the scattering vector (K= 
4nsin(/2)/with solvent refractive index n,the wavelength of incident laser light 633nm) 
andthe scattering angle . 156-157 The field autocorrelation function can be obtained from the 
intensity correlation function through Seigert relation, which is statistically valid:  
G2(K,) = 1 +  | G1(K,) |2   
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where is a correction constant related to the geometry, laser optics and the number of coherent 
areas.  
 
For ideal system, e.g. mono-disperse small rigid spheres in diluted liquid system, the field 
correlation function can be simply treated as a single exponential decay: 
 G1(K,)= exp(-) 
where the decay rate  is given by =K2D0 with the translational diffusion coefficient D0 of the 
scatters. The radius of the hydrodynamic particles Rh can be simply calculated using Einstein-
Stokes equation: 
D0= kBT/6Rh 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the system temperature, and  is the viscosity of the 
solution at given temperature during experiment.  
 
For other shapes particles (i.e. disc), the modifications of hydrodynamic radius and diffusion 
coefficient equation have been well discussed in the literature. In this thesis, disc theory is firstly 
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Chapter 2. Influence of graphite source on chemical oxidative 
reactivity 
 
Although all graphites share the same idealized chemical structure, marked differences in fact 
exist between their reactivities, such as the propensity for oxidation, that need to be taken into 
consideration for the development of applications. In this chapter, we show that five different 
commercially-sourced natural and synthetic graphites differ significantly in their response to a 
modified Staudenmaier oxidation that produces sub-stoichiometric graphene oxides (sub-GOx).  
The extent of oxidation correlates broadly with the defect density in the starting graphites as 
measured by Raman spectroscopy, although the average size of the resultant nanographene 
domains remains similar.  The results suggest that these defects (H- termination and 
topological defects) are more prevalent than previously thought, being distributed over the 
graphite mosaics with average spacing perhaps of the order of tens of nm, far smaller than the 
apparent mosaic width deduced from Raman D band intensity.  Finally the properties of the 
thermally-reduced sub-GOx are also different.  The product from the least defective starting 
graphite ultimately exhibits the lowest activation energies for both electron and hole transport, 
of the order of 10 eV below 25 K, that is characteristic of band-like transport.  These results 
are important because they show that the quality of the starting graphite significantly affects the 
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2.1 Introduction 
Solution-processable GOx, sub-GOx and their reduced analogs have potential applications as 
energy absorbing and electrically conductive thin films or nanocomposites.  These graphene 
derivatives are typically made by acid intercalation under strongly oxidative conditions, followed 
by exfoliation and quenching in water to give the GOx or sub-GOx.1-4 These can then be 
functionalized with alkyl or other surface-chains to obtain solvent dispersions that can be 
processed by spin-casting, inkjet printing or other solution-processing methods.5-9 Typically the 
oxidation is achieved through one of the established methods of Brodie,10 Hummers and 
Offeman,11 or Staudenmaier,12 where sulphate and/or nitrate anions are intercalated into the 
graphite in the presence of a strong oxidant.13-14  The cationic states induced in the graphite 
intercalation compound (GIC) are then transformed to hydroxyl and or epoxy groups by H2O 
attack during quenching.  This turns a fraction of the sp2 carbon atoms into sp3 carbon atoms 
bonded to oxygen.  Despite numerous studies over many decades, the structure of GOx (and 
sub-GOx) remains controversial.10-12, 15-17 One reason is the limitation of conventional structural 
techniques in probing the disordered mesoscopic systems with large numbers of structural 
degrees of freedom.  Another is the apparent strong dependence of reaction outcome on 
processing details, including possible post-synthetic transformations between various structural 
units (e.g., ,-dihydroxy and epoxy).   
 
As part of our effort to investigate of these questions, we realized that even the apparently 
mundane chemistry of graphite is subjected to large variations depending on the graphite 
source which does not appear to have previously been investigated.  It is important to 
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recognize this because such variations can lead to rather different functionalization outcomes 
even for well-controlled reaction conditions.  It is tempting to assign such differences to defects 
present in the starting graphites.  We show that the sub-GOx derived from different graphite 
sources can differ widely in their propensity for oxidation for nominally identical oxidation and 
quenching conditions, and found that this broadly correlates with the starting Raman D band 
intensity.  The quality of the sub-GOx and their reduction products are thus ultimately affected 
by the quality of the starting graphite. 
 
Despite the same idealized chemical structure, graphites from different sources can be 
expected a priori to have different types and densities of defects, even though these do not 
appear to have yet been characterized in detail,18 although there is a resurgence of recent 
interests in graphene defects.19-20 While natural graphites are minerals formed by geological 
processes, synthetic graphites are made by high-temperature graphenization of cokes from 
aromatic hydrocarbon or polymer precursors.  These may differ in the amount of inclusions, 
voids and completeness of the chemical transformation.  The density of defects in high-quality 
graphites is generally very low and poorly characterized.  However this can be greatly 
increased by irradiation,21-23 which reveals the main defects to be atom vacancies and 
interstitials, Frenkel pairs, dislocations, topological defects (such as Stone–Wales, and tilt 
boundaries), and impurity atoms.18, 24  Although still challenging, some of these can be seen 
directly in images from scanning tunneling microscopy (e.g., Ref.19-20, 25 In general, graphite 
sheets comprise a mosaic of graphene domains joined by tilt boundaries involving 5- and 7-
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membered rings, and are terminated at surfaces, internal voids, dislocations and microcracks 
by impurity atoms assumed to be hydrogen and/or oxygen.3, 26-28 
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2.2 Experimental methods 
Synthesis of sub-GOx: We prepared our sub-GOx samples using a modified Staudenmaier 
recipe.3  The graphite sample (as purchased) was added into a mixture of concentrated 
sulphuric and fuming nitric acids that was cooled and maintained at 0–5ºC.  Potassium chlorate 
was then added slowly with magnetic stirring over 15 min at 05C, and the reaction mixture 
then allowed to warm naturally to room temperature where it remained for 7 d.3  It is important 
to maintain vigorous stirring to obtain homogenous oxidation.  The reaction mixture was then 
quenched with copious amounts of water at 0−5°C and filtered through 0.20-m PTFE 
membrane.  The mixture was purified by re-dispersing in water and centrifuging several times.  
Finally, this purified sub-GOx was dried in dynamic vacuum (10−2 mbar, 24 h), and transferred 
for storage in the N2 glovebox (pO2, H2O < 1ppm).  We did not apply any heating during the 
drying step to avoid any possible thermal decomposition of the sub-GOx.29  
 
Synthesis of functionalized sub-GOx:  Sub-GOx was then dispersed in octadecylamine at a 
weight ratio of 1:5 in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (10 mL) at 80ºC for 12 h with intermittent sonication 
(Sonics VC750 rod sonicator; 25% amplitude; 66% duty cycle) under N2.  The octadecylamine-
functionalized sub-GOx single sheets were then purified by repeated precipitation with ethanol 
and centrifugation, and re-dispersion in tetrahydrofuran (THF).3  Finally, 0.16 mg of the purified 
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Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy: A mixture of 0.3 mg of the starting graphite and 
200 mg of spectroscopic-grade KBr (Sigma Aldrich) was ground together in a N2-purged 
glovebag (pO2, H2O < 1 ppm) to avoid moisture contamination, evacuated and compressed at 
10 bar to obtain optically-transparent KBr pellets in which the sub-GOx was homogeneously 
dispersed.  The clarity of typical KBr blank disks is sufficiently high (typically better than 70% 
transmission over the entire Vis−MIR range) that scattering makes only a minor contribution.  
(Supplementary S4) The infrared spectra were collected using infrared (IR) light source, KBr 
beam splitter and liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium tellurium (MCT) detector in a N2-
purged Nicolet 8700-FT-IR spectrometer.  
 
CHNS elemental analysis: The sub-GOx samples were equilibrated in the N2 glovebox (pO2, 
H2O < 1ppm) for at least 3 days, and then transported to the CHNS analyzer station in a 
double-containment N2-filled polyethylene bag to avoid moisture adsorption, and immediately 
loaded into combustion chamber after a brief weighing in air.   
 
Raman spectroscopy:  Powder graphite and sub-GOx samples were encapsulated between 
two microscope slides with parafilm as spacer in N2 glovebox for Raman spectroscopy to avoid 
laser-induced damage of samples in air.   The samples were excited with 514-nm Ar ion laser, 
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Thermogravimetric analysis: The samples were equilibrated in N2 glove box for 3 days 
before the analysis.  About 4−5mg of sample was weighed accurately and equilibrated at 30°C 
for 10 min in flowing N2 in the thermogravimetric furnace.  The temperature was then ramped at 
a rate of 10°C min−1 to 600°C.  
 
Field-effect transport measurements:  Sub-GOx were functionalized with octadecylamine 
surface-chains to make them solution-processable in organic solvents to gives thin films 
suitable for field-effect transport measurements.3, 25 These functionalized sub-GOx dispersions 
were then spin-cast at 1000 rpm onto clean SiO2 wafers with Au source–drain electrodes and 
p+-Si as bottom-gate, for field-effect mobility measurements.  The films were then annealed at 
300C (glovebox hotplate, 10 min) to re-graphenize the film by thermal elimination of oxygen.  
 
2.3 Results and discussion 
2.3.1 Defect characterization of the starting graphites 
Table 2.1 lists the source and CHNS elementary analysis of the starting graphites, which are 
denoted G1 to G5 in order of increasing Raman D band intensity (see below).  These sources 
include both natural (G1 and G3 from Bay Carbon Inc and Asbury Carbon Inc respectively) and 
synthetic (G2, G4 and G5 from Bay Carbon Inc, Sigma-Aldrich Co and Asbury Carbon Inc 
respectively) graphites. Their macroscopic forms are nominally identical, black powders with 
25-45-m-dia. particle sizes (the photographs of G1 to G5 are shown in Figure 2.1).  According 
to CHNS analysis, G2 and G4 are the purest (99.9% C), followed by G1 (99.6%) and G5 
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(99.3%; all uncertainties, ±0.3%).  The natural graphite G3 was of the lowest purity (98.4%) 
with H (0.7%) and S (0.6%) as the main impurities. 
Graphite Description C(%) H(%) N(%) S(%) 
      
G1 SP1 (Bay Carbon Inc); natural 99.63 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
G2 SP2 (Bay Carbon Inc); synthetic 99.95 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
G3 230U (Asbury Carbon Inc); natural 98.42 0.66 <0.5 0.55 
G4 496596 (Sigma-Aldrich Co.); synthetic 99.86 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
G5 A625 (Asbury Carbon Inc); synthetic 99.33 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
 
Table 2.1: Elemental analysis of the starting graphites, in weight %.* Detection threshold is taken to be 
0.5%.  Uncertainty is 0.3%. 
 
 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5
 
Figure 2.1: Photographs of G1 to G5 graphite powder. 
 
Figure 2.2 shows the Raman spectra of these samples collected in back-scattering 
configuration using 514-nm excitation.   The G band at 1580 cm−1 is the usual in-plane TO 
phonon mode from the Raman-active E2g ring-stretching, while the D band at 1350 cm−1 is the 
LO phonon mode from the A1g ring-breathing of alternate carbon hexagons.  The latter mode 
becomes Raman active as a consequence of symmetry breaking, e.g., for the carbon lattice 
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adjacent to point and line defects.29-32  The integrated intensity ratio of the D-to-G bands ID / IG  
thus tracks the fraction of sp2 carbon atoms that are located in a perimeter strip along these 
defects.29  This provides a crude proxy measure of the areal defect density that can be 
expressed as an equivalent domain size.  To do so, we adopted the empirical calibration of 
Tuinstra and Koenig,29-31, 33-34 which has recently been revisited by Cançado et al.35  using 













nmL , where La is the average domain width of 
graphene mosaic deduced from the width of the in-plane Bragg reflection peak, and E is the 
excitation Raman photon energy in eV.  Since the Bragg intensity is weighted by the number of 
scattering atoms, this La corresponds to an area-average domain width.36   
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Assuming this calibration is valid for the pristine graphite samples here, the ID / IG ratio gives for 
the least defective G1, La ≈ 800 nm, and the most defective G5, La ≈ 100 nm, with the others 
falling in-between nearly following a geometric progression (Table 2.2).  However it is important 
to recognize that such calibrations, though widely used uncritically, may not be quantitatively 
valid if the samples do not share similar defect types and patterns as the calibrants.  
Nevertheless the trend should remain correct.  To compare with Raman spectra, X-ray 
diffraction of graphites (G1 to G5) are carried out, and the results are shown in Figure 2.3. As 
expected, we observed only one peak contributed by graphite d-spacing (3.38Å) at 2θ ≈ 26.4°. 
Moreover, X-ray diffraction suggests G4 and G5 are the most defective.  The full-width-at-half-
maximum of the 0.335-nm interplanar Bragg reflection is found to be instrument-limited for 







Table 2.2: Extracted parameters from Raman spectra of pristine graphite and graphite oxide. Elemental 
analysis of graphite oxide. The oxygen in the atomic stoichiometry was determined by difference. * Just 
above detection limit of ≈ 0.01.  La is computed based on the Cançado equation (see text). 
 













La  (nm) Atomic stoichiometric 
G1 0.02* 800 1.21 13.7 C2.0O0..57H0.57 
G2 0.05 350 1.25 13.3 C2.0O0.88H0.84 
G3 0.07 250 1.30 12.8 C2.0O0.84H0.79 
G4 0.07 250 1.37 12.1 C2.0O0.99H1.02 
G5 0.17 100 1.35 12.3 C2.0O1.04H1.07 
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Figure 2.3: X -ray diffraction of pristine graphite G1 to G5. 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of these graphites over the 
780−840 cm−1 and 2800−3050 cm−1 regions.  These samples all show two modes, at 815 and 
2972 cm–1, with linearly correlated intensities.  Graphite does not possess native vibration 
modes in these regions.  These modes are highly characteristic of the C-H wagging vibration 
(CH ) and stretching vibration (CH ) respectively, and hence can be unambiguously 
assigned to them.37  The 815-cm−1 mode is characteristic of two adjacent C−H coupled by an 
intervening C-C aromatic bond.   CH2 and CH3 groups can be ruled out as these have two 
modes, s and as, with comparable intensities, at 2850−2870 and 2920−2960 cm−1 
respectively, but no intensity over the 815 cm−1 region.  The intensity correlation suggests the 
two observed modes arise from a common defect present in different amounts in all these 
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graphites.  The most likely candidate is H termination along the sheet edge and also at internal 
voids.  Consistent with this assignment, the intensities of these bands do not change on 
heating to 200ºC, but disappears upon extensive oxidation.    
(a) (b)





























Figure 2.4: Transmission FTIR spectra of graphite.  (a) Out-of-plane C–H wag vibration at 815 cm–1. (b)  
C–H stretch vibration at 2972 cm–1. 0.3 mg in 200 mg KBr, 13-mm-dia. pellets. 
 
From the integrated intensity of the 2972 cm1 band and the estimated absorption cross-
section of the CH  mode , we could estimate the H/ C ratio and H w/w% in the samples 
(Table 2.3).  We assume  is given by the corresponding cross section of alkyl chains (1.0 
x10−18 cm–2 per CH), since the derivatives of their dipole moments with displacement are 
expected to be similar.38  The estimated H concentration lies between 0.05−0.1 w/w% for all 
samples, which corresponds to a H/ C ratio of 0.006−0.012.  This is consistent with the CHNS 
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analyses that show H < 0.5%, except for G3.  If this H is distributed solely along edges that 
terminate the graphene sheets, the average sheet size can be estimated to be ≈ 80−160 nm in 
width.  Compared with the apparent La of ≈ 100−800 nm, it is clear that H-termination is a 
significant defect.  Nevertheless, since the D band intensity does not scale with the H/ C ratio, 
other types of infrared silent defects such as tilt boundaries and other topological defects must 







Table 2.3: Hydrogen-to-carbon ratio evaluated from the integrated intensity of the C–H stretch by 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. 
 
2.3.2 Characterization of sub-GOx from different graphites 
Table 2.2 shows the elemental compositions of the sub-GOx obtained.  These materials are 
found to have an empirical formula that can be accurately represented by C2.0 Ox Hx, with x 
increasing from 0.57 to 1.05 across G1 to G5.  This suggests that the oxygen exists primarily 
as OH groups.  The presence of OH is confirmed by the strong band at 3450 cm−1 in FTIR 
(Figure 2.5), well above the H2O background in the KBr pellet.  Assuming that the oxygens are 
present solely as OH, the sp3 carbon fraction and hence also the average oxidation state of the 
basal carbon plane is simply given by x/2.   Hence under the same oxidative and quenching 
 wt% H  H/C 
G1 0.07 0.008 
G2 0.1 0.012 
G3 0.03 0.003 
G4 0.08 0.010 
G5 0.05 0.006 
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conditions, the oxidation state increases from ca. 0.3 (G1), to 0.4 (G2, G3), 0.5 (G4, G5).  The 
sub-GOx produced thus increases from about one-third- to half-oxidized as the starting defect 
density increases across the series. The photographs of the KBr pellets of sub-GOx G1 to G5 
are shown in Figure 2.6. From the colour contrast, we can already suggest that G1 and G3 












































Figure 2.5: Transmission FTIR spectra of sub-GOx.  0.3 mg in 200 mg KBr, 13-mm-dia. Pellets.  Inset: 




Figure 2.6: Photographs of sub-GOx of G1 to G5 dispersed in KBr pellet. 
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Infrared spectroscopy shows the broad –* electronic transition background of the 
nanographene domains3, 39 decreases across the series G1 to G5 (Figure 2.5).  Since this 
transition arises only from the sp2 fraction, the trend confirms qualitatively that the average 
oxidation state indeed increases across the series.  The inset in Figure 2.5 shows an expanded 
plot of the vibrational fine structure after subtracting this electronic background.  The 1384- and 
1580-cm–1 bands are derived from graphene lattice modes that have become IR-active by 
symmetry breaking and coupling to the polar impurity modes (e.g., epoxy and hydroxyl groups), 
while the 1630 and 1725-cm−1 bands are related to a defect graphene mode and the  C=O 
mode respectively.  C=O has been found in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy at a density of 
0.5% of basal carbons.3  The 950-cm−1 band is an epoxy mode, while the broad 1200-cm−1 
band is the C−O mode.  The vibrational spectra of these samples show a systematic evolution.  
The intensities of the 1630 and 1200-cm−1 modes generally increase across the series.  This 
also broadly appears consistent with increasing oxidation across the samples. 
 
Detailed Raman and FTIR analyses,3, 39 and aberration-corrected transmission electron 
microscopy40 have suggested that the surviving sp2 carbon atoms in the sub-GOx are not 
randomly distributed over the basal plane as small isolated –electron clusters as often 
assumed, but in rather large nanographene domains (some 70−100 C2 unit cells across) 
dispersed in an sp3 matrix.  The Raman spectra41-44 collected here (Figure 2.7) are in accord 
with this picture.   The ID / IG ratio varies little across G1 to G5 (1.2−1.4; Table 2.2).  The 
Cançado equation gives La ≈ 12 nm for the nanographene domains, largely independent of the 
sub-GOx samples. Since the average oxidation state varies quite markedly across the 
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samples, the average distance between the nanographene domains must thus increase 
accordingly.   













Figure 2.7: Raman spectroscopy of sub-GOx collected in back scattering configuration.  Excitation, 514 
nm. 
 
Thermogravimetry is also consistent with this trend.   
Figure 2.8 shows the weight-loss curves of the sub-GOx collected in flowing N2 as a function of 
temperature.  After an equilibration at 30°C for 10 min in flowing N2, the samples were then heated at 
10°C min−1.  We observed a first weight loss of 5−7% over 30−120°C, which has previously been 
identified to be due to loss of H2O.45-47 However, in-situ variable-temperature FTIR measurements 
reveal that this H2O arises from condensation of OH to epoxy groups, rather than loss of adsorbed 
moisture (Figure 2.9). We also observed a second weight loss over 120−320°C (Figure 2.8).  This 
corresponds the evolution of O2, H2O, and also small amounts of CO and CO2.17, 45, 48-50  The total 
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weight loss for the two steps (25% for G1, 36% for G2−4, and 41% for G5) is only a few absolute % 
smaller than the total O + H mass in the samples.  The increasing weight loss thus correlates well with 





































Figure 2.8: Thermogravimetry of the sub–GOx in flowing N2.  Ramp rate, 10°C min−1.  Sample size, 
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Figure 2.9: In-situ FTIR spectroscopy of a neat film of sub-GOx on intrinsic Si wafer.  The sample was 
equilibrated in air at room temperature for 30min, and then loaded into cryostat for in-situ variable-
tempearture FTIR measurement. The cryostat was then pumped down from atmospheric pressure to 
10-6 mbar. Spectra were collected continuously after pumped down started.  After pumping down for 11 
min, there was no more observable change in spectra which indicated that sample in the cryostat had 
reached an equilibrium state.  We then started thermal annealing and equilibrating at 50ºC, 75ºC and 
100ºC for 5 min each before collecting their respective spectra. The progressive pumping and heating 
time of a thin film of sub-GOx (a) showing the OH bend at 1325 cm-1, C-OH stretch at 1200 cm-1 and 
epoxy stretches at 1090, 950, 860 cm–1.  (b) showing the OH stretch at 3745cm-1. These spectra involve 
the intensity loss of both C-OH ( 1200 cm–1)) and OH ( 3745 cm–1,  1325 cm–1) but gain of epoxy 
stretch vibration ( 1090, 950, 860 cm–1). 
 
Therefore it is clear that different graphites subjected to nominally identical oxidation conditions 
produce sub-GOx with extent of oxidation broadly increasing (from about one-third- to half-
oxidized) with the defect density in the starting graphite as evaluated by Raman spectroscopy.  
However, several structural features of the sub-GOx remain common.  These include the 
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presence of large sp2 nanographene domains (of the order of 10 nm) embedded in an sp3 
carbon network that is bonded to OH (and some epoxy) groups.  The question is why graphites 
with apparently very large starting La should show systematic differences in their propensity to 
form nanographene domains with sizes and separations on much smaller length scales? 
 
To resolve this conundrum, we are compelled to accept the notion that the defects are not only 
concentrated along mosaic boundaries corresponding to the apparent La in the starting 
graphites, but more prevalently distributed over the mosaics themselves.  Direct imaging of 
these defects by STM is still challenging, because of their low densities, and tiny signature.  In 
other words, the picture that emerges is more or less defective graphene mosaics bounded by 
the usual tilt boundaries in the starting graphites (Figure 2.10).  The relatively high H 
concentration that we found here compared to La is also consistent with this picture.  
Previously, it is known that certain types of defect topologies (e.g., armchair edges, point 
vacancies) can cause pile-up of the density-of-states at the Fermi level of the graphene.3  
These can then be expected to trap cationic charges formed in the acid-intercalated GIC, and 
increase their tendency for the H2O attack that leads to hydroxyl formation.  This provides a 
plausible mechanism to explain how the oxidative chemistry can depend on defect density 
even when the apparent La is rather large.  An important corollary of this is that the oxidative 
reactions preferentially occur at these defect sites, which may provide a means to control 
reaction regioselectivity in graphite.  Since a positive correlation is observed between oxidation 
propensity and the Raman D band intensity, one may surmise that it is the tilt boundaries and 
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Figure 2.10: Cartoon of defects in pristine graphite.  H represents hydrogen termination; lines represent 
tilt boundary; light grey areas represent the distorted graphene lattice surrounding edge and topological 
defects; dark grey areas represent perfect graphene domains. 
 
2.3.3 Transport properties of the thermally reduced sub-GOx 
Finally we show that when these different sub-GOx are reduced (i.e., re-graphenized) by 
annealing, the derived materials show different quality of electronic transport.  Thus the 
electrical quality of the reduced GOx depends markedly on the starting graphite that was used.  
The less defective starting graphite gives sub-GOx with lower oxidation state, and reduced 
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We measured the temperature dependence of the electron (n,FET) and hole (p,FET) field-effect 
mobilities of reduced sub-GOx thin films as a function of temperature.  The experimental 
configuration is shown in the inset of Figure 2.11.  These films were first de-oxidized by heating 
at 300°C for 10 min in the glovebox.3, 25 This removes a large fraction of the oxygen groups to 
re-form a percolating -electron network.  A small drain–source voltage (Vds) was applied, and 
the gate–source voltage (Vgs) swept in both positive and negative polarities in a cycle to 
accumulate electrons and holes respectively in the channel.  The transfer curves showed the 
devices are well-behaved with no hysteresis.25  The Ids vs Vds curves in the linear regime (i.e., 
|Vgs| > |Vds|) were ohmic (i.e., Ids was strictly proportional to Vds) for all temperatures.  Thus 












  , where Cox is the gate dielectric capacitance (17 nF 
cm–2), w is the channel width and L is the channel length.  These are plotted in Figure 2.11 in 
the Arrhenius representation (log  vs T–1) after normalizing with the room temperature n,FET 







  , where kB is the 
Boltzmann constant.    
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Figure 2.11: Temperature dependence of the field-effect mobility for thermally-deoxidized sub-GOx from 
G1 and G5.  Annealing condition, 300ºC, 10 min, N2.  Red circles: reduced sub-GOx from G1.  Blue 
circles:  from G5.  Solid circles: p-channel data.  Open circles: n-channel data.  Inset: Field-effect 
mobility measurements, with 200-nm SiO2/Si as the bottom gate and lithographically-defined Au source 
and drain contacts with 2- -cm width. 
 
The key observations are as follows: (i) There is little difference between n,FET and p,FET for 
the thermally-reduced sub-GOx from G1, but n,FET is a factor of 2−3 larger than p,FET for the 
reduced sub-GOx from G5.  (ii) The temperature dependences of both the n,FET and p,FET for 
the sample from G1 are considerably weaker than those from G5.  The extracted Ea values are 
shown in Table 2.4.  The Ea over 150−70 K is 5 meV and 8 meV for those from G1 and G5 
respectively, decreasing to 30 eV (G1) and 250 eV (G5) over 10–20 K.  Therefore the less 
defective graphite G1 gives rise to a sub-GOx that thermally re-graphenizes to a superior 
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graphenite network than the more defective graphite G5.  The extremely low thermal activation 
of carrier transport, particularly of the reduced sub-GOx from G1, suggests transport occurs in 
a band-like regime.3  In contrast, even more heavily-oxidized GOx samples re-graphenize to a 
more significantly disordered material that exhibits only localized variable-range hopping 
transport.51-52  Therefore it is imperative to choose the least defective starting graphites to 
generate sub-GOx that are ultimately intended to be re-graphenized for electrical conductivity 




G1  G5  
 p-channel (meV) n-channel (meV) p-channel (meV) n-channel (meV) 
10 – 20 K 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.25 
150 – 70 K 5 5 8 8 
 
Table 2.4: Apparent Arrhenius field-effect mobility activation energies for spin-cast films of sub-GOx 
after thermal de-oxidation at 300°C. 
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2.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we investigated five commercial sources of natural and synthetic graphites and 
quantified their defect densities through Raman and infrared spectroscopies.  These samples 
differ significantly in the average mosaic size and degree of hydrogen termination.  We found 
that the samples with smaller graphene domains (i.e., the more defective graphites) are more 
readily oxidized.  Hydrogen termination also appears to promote oxidation.  We deduced that 
the sub-GOx obtained generally comprises relatively large nano-graphene domains bounded 
by large sp3 regions. The least defective graphite result in materials with superior charge 
transport behavior.  
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Chapter 3. Clean and efficient solvothermal deoxidation of alkyl-
functionalized graphene sub-oxide dispersions with carbon 
monoxide in organic solvents 
 
In this chapter, we report an efficient solvothermal process to achieve deep deoxidation of 
octadecylamine functionalized sub-stoichiometric graphene oxides (sub-GOx) in organic 
solvents.  An initial average carbon oxidation state of ca. 0.6 (i.e., 0.6 OH per basal-plane C) 
could be reduced to ca. 0.15, while retaining a critical density of the alkyl chains for solvent 
processability, ca. 0.02 chains per basal-plane C.  The products can thus be characterized as 
single-sheet dispersions of alkyl-functionalized disordered “graphenes”.  The oxidation state 
was characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy.  We found a strong solvent effect in the relative rates 
of alkyl-chain degrafting and/or chain scission versus deoxidation and regraphenization. The 
desired deoxidation and regraphenization is promoted at higher temperatures and by the use of 
aprotic amide solvents.  Furthermore we found that carbon monoxide (CO) was a remarkably 
efficient fugitive deoxidizer.  A key advantage of this solvothermal deoxidation process is the 
resultant dispersion of conductive graphenes can be directly used for printing, coating or 
formulating into nanocomposites, without further purification or heat treatment. Thin films of the 
deoxidized sub-GOx give dc conductivities of up to 40 S cm−1, which is the highest, reported to 
date for solvent-processable graphene derivatives.  These films show temperature independent 
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3.1 Introduction 
The intractability of 2D graphene sheets poses a severe challenge for their potential use in 
numerous thin-film or nanocomposite technologies. One way around this is to use solvent-
processable alkyl-functionalized graphene oxides (GOx).1-2  Furthermore, by choosing milder 
oxidative or quenching conditions, sub-stoichiometry graphene oxides (sub-GOx) in which one-
third to half of the carbon atoms are oxidized to the oxygen-bonded sp3 state can be obtained 
to give 10-nm-diammeter nanographene domains embedded in a sp3 carbon network.3-5  
These materials are suitable for a variety of applications, such as broadband optical absorption 
and optical-limiting.5  However for applications requiring dc electrical conductivity, they still 
need to be further deoxidized to give the requisite percolating -electron networks.   
 
One way to achieve this is through a post-deposition heat treatment.3-4, 6-9 Sub-GOx films can 
be deoxidized10-12 at a mild temperature of 150−300°C to give quality trap-free and band-like 
transport of field-induced charge carriers of both signs.3 This suggests the 2D system is 
inherently tolerant of disorder.  We use “deoxidation” to refer to what is in essence a 
decomposition of the oxide to graphene and oxygen (and small amount of carbon dioxide).  
Sub-GOx can be deoxidized to give better quality transport3-4 13  than heavily-oxidized GOx,9, 14-
19 which typically gives variable-range-type hopping  transport.8, 16, 20-22   A high-resolution 
scanning tunneling microscopy study has suggested the deoxidation proceeds with some 
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Even so, the required heat treatment temperature for deoxidation is still too high for some 
applications, such as on plastic foils or if organic semiconductor or other temperature-sensitive 
structures are present.   In order to overcome this, the GOx can be deoxidized while in the 
dispersed state in a solvent.  The chemical reduction of aqueous slurries of unfunctionalized 
GOx and sub-GOx in with hydrazine is well-known.17, 19, 23-26  These slurries can also be 
reduced using other reductants, such as hydroquinone,27 sodium borohydride,8, 20, 27-28 or 
hydriodic acid.29  However, the GOx sheets tend to restack as reductant progresses, causing 
an undesired precipitation of partially-reduced and disordered aggregates. To circumvent this, 
dispersant aids, such as polymers,23 pH modifiers17, 30 and surfactants,31 are often used to 
stabilize the suspension, which can then be deposited by inkjet printing,32 or isolated by 
vacuum filtration.9, 16, 33  Recently, the deoxidation of GOx slurries by heating in water has also 
been reported,34 but it faces the same challenges.  These reduced materials typically give films 
with dc electrical conductivity of the order of 1−10 S cm−1.8, 16, 20 However, the granularity of the 
films and their contamination with dispersant aids present challenges for some applications.  
Furthermore, these reduced GOx cannot be transferred into organic solvents, which greatly 
limits their processability and applications.  Therefore there is a need to find a route that 
produces stable dispersions of highly-conductive deoxidized GOx that can be used directly for 
printing, coating and formulating into nanocomposites, without further purification or heat 
treatment. 
 
In this report, we demonstrate that octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx can be deeply 
deoxidized to a solvent-processable and electrically-conductive form, simply by heating in a 
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suitable organic solvent medium, without the use of chemical reductants or dispersion 
stabilizers that leave side-products. This solvothermal deoxidation process is remarkable, 
because deoxidation can be promoted over the undesirable alkyl-chain degrafting and/or 
scission, particularly by using amide solvents, which may be further assisted by CO, a fugitive 
deoxidizer.  This agent is fugitive, because the product CO2 is a gas.  As a consequence, 
deoxidized sub-GOx can be produced whilst retaining solvent-processability, which confers a 
unique processing advantage central to numerous potential thin-film and nanocomposite 
applications.  Furthermore, the solvothermal deoxidation in organic media here are more 
effective than those conducted in aqueous media. 
 
3.2 Experimental methods 
Octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx: Sub-GOx was prepared by a modified 
Staudenmaier oxidation.  A high-quality synthetic graphite (1.0 g; 496596, Sigma Aldrich)13 was 
added into a mixture of vigorously stirred concentrated sulfuric acid (17.5 mL; 95-97%, Romil) 
and fuming nitric acid (9.0 mL; 90%, Romil) cooled to 0–5ºC.  Potassium chlorate (11 g; >99%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) was then added slowly over 15 min at 05C, and the mixture then warmed 
naturally to room temperature where it remained for 7 d.3    It is important to maintain vigorous 
stirring to obtain homogenous oxidation.  The reaction mixture was then quenched with ice-
water at 0−5°C, filtered through 0.20-m PTFE membrane, and purified by exhaustive washing 
with Millipore water until the pH is neutral before vacuum drying at room temperature and 
storing in the N2 glovebox.3  Finally, this purified sub-GOx was dried in dynamic vacuum (10−2 
mbar, 24 h), and transferred for storage in the N2 glovebox (pO2, H2O < 1ppm).  We did not 
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apply any heating during the drying step to avoid any possible thermal decomposition of the 
sub-GOx.35  Elemental analysis gave an empirical formula:  C2.00O0.82H0.80.   
 
Octadecylamine (ODA) functionalized sub-GOx was then prepared by adding sub-GOx (500 
mg) to ODA (2.5 g; 97%, Sigma-Aldrich) in 10.0 mL of dichlorobenzene (99.8%, Romil), with 
intermittent sonication and continual stirring at 80ºC for 4 h in a N2-purged glovebag.  The 
functionalized material was then precipitated with 50 mL of EtOH (>99.8%, HPLC grade, 
Sigma-Aldrich), then recovered by centrifugation at 3200 g (3100 rpm) for 30 min.  This was 
redispersed in THF (1.0 mL; >99.9% purity, HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and precipitated with 
EtOH, collected on centrifuge, and repeated until the material was completely free of ODA.  
The functionalized sub-GOx was then obtained by dispersing the solid into THF (50 mL) with 
brief sonication followed by centrifugation at 3200 g for 30 min to remove the insufficiently 
functionalized sub-GOx fraction. The purified octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx was then 
collected by centrifugation at 5600 g for 30 min, and vacuum dried to give a solid with an 
empirical formula:  C2O0.8H0.79−(C18H37NH)0.091. 
 
Solvothermal deoxidation of octadecylamine functionalized sub−GOx: Octadecylamine 
functionalized sub-GOx (0.2 mg mL−1) was dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc), 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB), 1,2,4-
trichlorobenzene (TCB) in 7-mL vials with Teflon-faced silicone rubber screw caps.  These vials 
were heated to 150ºC with magnetic stirring, inside isothermal wells drilled into an Al block and 
placed on a hotplate inside a N2 glovebox (pO2, H2O < 1 ppm).  The deoxidized materials were 
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collected by precipitation with EtOH (6 mL per mL of graphene dispersion) and centrifugation at 
5600 g for 30 min.   
 
Solid-state visible-infrared (Vis-IR) spectroscopy: These spectra were collected on samples 
dispersed into high optical-clarity KBr pellets at known concentrations.  In order to collect over 
a wide energy and dynamic range, several techniques were employed, and the spectra stitched 
together.  To make these pellets, 0.3 mg of the solid was accurately weighed and dispersed 
into 200 mg of spectroscopic-grade KBr (Sigma Aldrich) by grinding in a N2-purged glovebag to 
avoid moisture absorption, and then compacted under vacuum to give optically-clear pellets at 
10 bar pressure.  The visible spectra were collected using a modulation technique, in which the 
output of a 50-W quartz-tungsten-halogen light source was monochromatized (Newport 
CS260), modulated by an optical chopper (130 Hz) and focused onto the KBr pellet sample.  
The transmitted radiation was detected using a Si photodiode.  The photocurrent output was 
amplified by a transimpedance amplifier, demodulated by a lock-in amplifier (SRS 830) phase-
locked to the optical chopper, and then read by a source−measure unit (Keithley 2400), to give 
the usual transmittance spectrum as a function of wavelength.  The near-infrared spectra were 
collected in the same way, but with an InGaAs detector.  The mid-infrared spectra were 
collected by the usual Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) technique using a LN2-cooled mercury 
cadmium tellurium detector in N2-purged Nicolet 8700-FT-IR spectrometer.  The blank KBr 
pellet produced under identical conditions gives an apparent absorbance < 0.2 (i.e., 
transmittance > 65%) over the entire spectral range, which attests to the high optical clarity that 
has been achieved in these compressed pellets.    
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Solution-state UV-vis spectroscopy: These spectra were collected using a deuterium 
tungsten halogen light source (DH-2000, Ocean Optics), and a spectrograph (S1024DW, 
Ocean Optics) connected by optical fibers (P400-2-UV/VIS).  The dispersions were placed in a 
2.0-mm-path length quartz cuvette, with brief sonication to ensure homogeneous dispersion.   
 
Solid-state Raman spectroscopy:  Solid films were drop-cast from THF onto oxygen-plasma-
cleaned Si(100) wafers and encapsulated using glass windows with Parafilm® M spacers, in 
the glovebox to avoid possible photooxidation effects. The Raman spectra were collected using 
a scanning confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw In-Via Raman 2000) with 514-nm 
excitation wavelength at laser power 0.6 mW and 50-s exposure. No change in the spectra 
occurred between repeat measurements at the same spot.  
 
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy:  C1s, O1s, N1s and Si2p core-level spectra were collected 
on ca. 10 nm-thick films that were drop-cast or spin-cast on H-terminated Si(100) wafers.  
These wafers were first prepared by standard buffered oxide etch of the native Si(100) wafers 
just before film deposition.  After deposition, the films were briefly heated to remove solvent 
and quickly transferred to the ESCALAB MKII spectrometer for measurements. The films were 
excited with MgK1,2 X-ray photons (1253.6 eV) with the sample grounded. The photoemitted 
electrons normal to the film were analyzed at constant pass energy of 20 eV for core-level 
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spectra to give an energy resolution of 0.7 eV.  Thick films and powdered samples lead to 
sample charging that complicates analysis.   
 
Electrical measurement:  The functionalized graphene dispersion in TCB (1 mL; 0.3 mg mL−1) 
was diluted with THF (9 mL) and spin-cast to give the desired film thicknesses on 300-nm-thick 
SiO2/ Si substrates.  Source and drain electrodes (7-nm Cr and 50-nm Au) were then thermally 
evaporated through a shadow mask.  Electrical conductivity were measured using 
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3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Solvothermal deoxidation of sub-GOx 
 
Figure 3.1 shows an example of the time evolution of the Vis−NIR absorption spectra of the 
octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx dispersed in DMF and heated to 150°C in the N2 
glovebox.  The spectrum of the pristine sub-GOx comprises a broad electronic band that rises 
towards shorter wavelengths, due to −* transitions in the nanographene domains.3, 5  No 
discrete transitions were found at the shorter wavelengths that are characteristics of small 
isolated -electron systems often found in heavily-oxidized GOx.  As time increases, the 
absorbance generally increases, but more so over the longer wavelengths.  This indicates 
deoxidation of the carbon atoms in the basal plane, and an increase in size of the 
nanographene domains, similar to the heat treatment of sub-GOx in the solid state.3, 5  The 






























Figure 3.1: Solution-state Vis-NIR spectra of solvothermal deoxidation of octadecylamine functionalized 































































































































Figure 3.2: Schematics of deoxidation. 
 
The same experiment was repeated with DMAc, NMP, TCB and DCB (for definition, please see 
Experimental section), all at 150°C.  We chose these solvents because they are relatively good 
media to disperse alkyl functionalized sub-GOx and graphenes,5 and the temperature as it is 
just below the boiling point of most of these solvents.  In all cases, no further change in the 
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absorption spectra were found after 12 h, which indicates a limiting state is reached by this 
time.  We found similar spectral changes for DMAc and NMP, except that NMP produces an 
even darker dispersion, but DMAc a lighter dispersion.  However both DCB and TCB produce 
light grey dispersions with visible particles.  Therefore there is a pronounced solvent effect that 
influences the course of solvothermal deoxidation.   
 
3.3.2 Estimation of oxidation state and alkyl-chain fraction 
To quantify these changes, it is useful to estimate the change in average oxidation state (OS) 
of the interior carbon atoms on the basal plane of these materials.  This OS can naturally be 
defined as the ratio of the number of sp3 carbon atoms (fourth bond predominantly to oxygen) 
to the number of sp2 carbon atoms in the plane, i.e., OS = f(sp3 C) = 1 – f(sp2 C), where f 
denotes fraction.  OS = 0 for graphene and 1 for fully-oxidized graphene oxide.  In principle, 
these two hybridization states can be resolved through their chemical shifts and quantified by 
C1s core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and the estimated OS value then 
checked against the measured oxygen to carbon ratio.  However, despite the importance of 
knowledge of the OS, this has previously been little investigated, because of experimental 
difficulties (e.g., XPS charging shifts, substrate oxygen contamination), XPS chemical state 
broadening, and uncertainties in the types of oxygen species present.   
 
To overcome these challenges, we deposited ultrathin films of sub-GOx (ca. 10-nm-thick) onto 
substantially oxygen-free H-terminated Si(100) wafers.  This avoids sample charging and the 
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attendent uncertainties in binding-energy corrections.   We devised the following two methods 
to estimate OS and check for self-consistency:  (i) Curve-fitting of the XPS C1s spectral envelop 
to obtain the fraction of oxidized carbon atoms in the basal plane.  (ii) Evaluation of the ratio of 
oxygen to basal-plane carbon atoms.  Even though the native SiO2 was etched away just prior 
to film deposition, a small regrowth of oxide was sometimes found, but this can be accurately 
subtracted through Si2p core-level analysis.  In addition, for the alkyl functionalized sub-GOx, 
the alkyl chain contribution has also to be taken into consideration in the evaluation of the basal 
plane carbon intensity. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) show the C1s and N1s core-level spectra respectively of these samples, 
together with pristine alkyl functionalized sub-GOx before and after heat treatment at 150°C as 
references.  After linear background subtraction, the C1s core-level spectra were fitted by sets 
of Gaussian components: C,centered at 284.4−285.2 eV; C,at 286.0−287.0 eV; C,288.1 
eV, and C,289.9 eV.  C arises from carbons that are not bonded to oxygens.  These include 
both basal-plane and alkyl-chain carbons.1, 3, 8, 36  C arises from carbons on the basal plane 
that are bonded to oxygen. C and C arise from edge carbons basal that are multiply-bonded 
to oxygens (C=O and C(O)=O respectively), but also includes a variable contribution from 
photoelectron shake-up effects.  For sub-GOx, C is typically 5−6%, and C even smaller, and 
so can be neglected.  Thus keto and carboxyl defects make only a small contribution,3, 5 in 
contrast to heavily-oxidized GOx.3, 14, 20, 37 The sizeable alkyl-chain contribution however falls 
into C.  To separate this out, we independently evaluated the alkyl-chain density from 
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calibrated FTIR measurements of the CH2 as intensity in KBr pellets, and subtracted its 
contribution from C to obtain Cb due only to the basal plane carbons.   
 
The N1s spectra are typically weak due to small nitrogen contribution from the alkylamine 
chains, and asymmetric with tail towards higher binding energy (BE).  Because of low 
intensities, no curve-fitting was attempted.  Instead the data were fitted with smoothed sum-of-
Gaussian functions after linear background correction as guide to the eye.  It is clear that the 
dominant component lies at 399−400 eV, which is quite typical of alkylamino nitrogens.36  The 
O1s spectra (not shown) show a peak centered at 532.5 eV, which gives the total detected 
oxygen intensities consistent with epoxy or hydroxyl oxygens.36  
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Figure 3.3: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the deoxidized sub-GOx obtained in various solvents.  
(a): C1s core-level spectra.  (b):  N1s core-level spectra.  A pristine film of octadecylamine 
functionalized sub-GOx before and after heat treatment at 150°C is shown for comparison. 
 
The results of the analyses are given by C / Cb and O / Cb for OS in Table 3.1.  The N / Cb and 
alkyl chain / Cb are also shown.  The pristine octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx has an 
initial OS ≈ 0.57 (based on mean of the two measures).  This indicates that f(sp2 C) ≈ 0.63.  
The excellent agreement between the two measures suggests the oxygen is predominantly OH.  
The pristine material has alkyl / Cb ≈ 0.06, in good agreement with CHNS analysis which gives 
alkyl / Cb ≈ 0.05.  Upon heat treatment of thin films to 150°C and 200°C, the OS decreases to 
0.3 and 0.2 respectively, which will provide a useful reference.  Upon heating the dispersed 
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sub-GOx in solvents to 150°C, the OS also decreases to ≈ 0.3 for TCB, DCB and DMAc, but 
further to ≈ 0.23 for DMF and 0.18 for NMP.  These appear to be more deeply deoxidized 
based on the C1s core-level shape than those obtained by typical reduction in aqueous 
dispersions.23  
 Oxidation state 
sample conditions C/ Cb O/ Cb N/ Cb alkyl/ Cb 
Reference     
graphene 0.00 0.0 0.002a - 
octdecylamine-sub-GOx 0.57 0.57 0.061 0.061b 
thermal deoxidized     
solid-state 200ºC 90min 0.20 0.14 0.025 NAc 
solid-state 150ºC 12h 0.30 0.33 0.04 NAc 
solvothermal deoxidized      
TCB 150ºC 12h 0.27 0.30 0.017 0.006 
DCB 150ºC 12h 0.26 0.32 0.017 0.004 
DMAc 150ºC 12h 0.28 0.27 0.029 0.012 
DMF 150ºC 12h 0.23 NAc 0.027 0.028 
NMP 150ºC 12h 0.18 0.18 0.025 0.024 
TCB 200ºC 90min 0.35 0.35 0.033 0.030 
TCB+CO 200ºC 90min 0.19 0.13 0.02 0.02 
 
Table 3.1: Effectiveness of regraphenization. Footnote: a, noise at detection limit; b, pegged to N / Cb 
ratio; c, not available 
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Another feature which has emerged is that alkyl chains are also eliminated with deoxidation.  
However there is a strong solvent effect.  When the functionalized sub-GOx was heated to 
150°C in DCB or TCB, the N / Cb ratio falls to 0.017 and alkyl / Cb to ≈ 0.005.  Severe alkyl 
chain elimination and possibly scission occurs.  However, when heated in DMF or NMP, both 
ratios fall only to ≈ 0.025. Therefore the alkyl chains have a higher survival probability in these 
solvents.  As a consequence, deeply-deoxidized “graphene” single sheets can be produced 
with the desired solvent processability. 
 
3.3.3 -* absorption and vibrational spectroscopy 
To characterize the products over a wide spectroscopic window, we dispersed these into high 
optical-clarity KBr pellets and collected their transmission spectra from vis to IR region.  Figure 
3.4 (a) shows the intensity of the absorption broadband increases as: DCB ≈ TCB ≈ DMAc < 
DMF < NMP, which correlates broadly with the OS.  This absorption with shoulder at ca. 0.5 eV 
(4000 cm−1) arises from the −* electronic transition of the nanographene domains.  
 
This trend is also supported by Raman spectroscopy of thin films cast onto Si(100) wafers.  
Figure 3.4 (b) indicates a more advanced deoxidation in DMF and NMP than the other solvents.  
Deoxidation of GOx causes a red-shift of the initial band at 1600 cm−1 to 1585 cm−1 and the 
emergence of a distinct defect band at 1620 cm−1 together with intensification of the 1345 cm−1 
band.8, 26, 38  Although the Raman spectra may be influenced also by edge structures of the 
nanographenes, the results appear in line with increasing degree of deoxidation across the 
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samples. Moreover, we calculate the nanographene domain size in reduced graphene by 
applying the empirical calibration of Tuinstra and Koenig, which has recently been revisited by 













nmL , where La is the 
average domain width of grapheme mosaic deduced from the width of the in-plane Bragg 
reflection peak, and E is the excitation Raman photon energy in eV.  Since the Bragg intensity 
is weighted by the number of scattering atoms, this La corresponds to an area-average domain 
width.  The results suggest that the nanographene domain sizes are around 8-10 nm in 
reduced graphenes while around 12nm in pristine sub-GOx. This implies reduction does not 
significantly increase the nanographene domain sizes while largely improve the carrier 
percolation paths among nanographene domains.  
 
In addition, narrow lines at 2800−3000 cm−1 due to the alkyl chains (CH2 s and a), and a 
broader band at 3400 cm−1 due to OH and H2O, are also found in the FTIR spectra.  The 
analysis of these features reveals changes in the alkyl chain density.  Figure 3.4 (c) shows the 
expanded alkyl CH stretching vibration region.  The CH2 s and as occur at 2920 and 2848 
cm−1 respectively, while the CH3 s and as occur at ca. 2870 and 2955 cm−1.39-40  Upon 
heating to 150°C in the various media, a loss in the CH2 band intensities occur.  The loss was 
more severe in chlorinated benzenes than in the amide solvents.  Furthermore, the CH3 band 
intensities increase relative to the CH2 bands.  This suggests alkyl chain scission also occurs 
on heating.  Although the mechanism is not understood, perhaps related to hydrogen-bond 
stabilization of the amine or the slightly basic condition that arises from slight solvent 
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decomposition, the apparent stabilization of the alkylamine chains in amide solvents enables 
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Figure 3.4: Spectroscopic characterization of the octadecylamine functionalized sub-GOx solvothermal 
deoxidized in different solvents.  (a)  FTIR spectra of pellets with 0.3 mg sample in 200 mg KBr.  (b)  
Raman spectroscopy of films.  Excitation, 514-nm.  Back-scattering configuration.  (c)  Expanded FTIR 
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3.3.4 An effective fugitive deoxidizer for sub-GOx: carbon monoxide 
Although DMF and DMAc are practically identical in terms of solvent properties (dielectric 
constant, bond polarity and Hansen solubility parameters), the greater efficiency of deoxidation 
in DMF, and even more so in another closely related amide solvent NMP raises the question 
whether an unexpected agent is contributing to the chemistry.  It is well known that DMF 
decomposes slowly at its boiling point to CO and dimethylamine,41 which can be exploited as a 
nascent CO source for chemical reactions.42-45 NMP also decomposes very slowly at 150°C, 
but to a complex mixture of CO, NOx and hydrocarbons.  This is confirmed under our 
solvothermal condition by the brown color that emerges (due to evolved NO2) in hot NMP.  In 
contrast DMAc is relatively more stable.46 The question arises whether CO acts as a deoxidizer 
for sub-GOx? 
 
To address this question, we introduced CO by bubbling at 1.0 atm into TCB which does not 
particularly promote deoxidation of sub-GOx, to check for acceleration.  We conducted the 
experiment at 150°C as before, monitoring the Vis−IR absorption intensity as a function of time.  
Figure 3.5 (a) shows a plot of the absorbance of the dispersion at 532-nm, as a function of time 
at 150°C, with or without 1 atm of CO.  The results clearly shows that CO does promote 
deoxidation.   Figure 3.5 (b) shows the plot of absorbance for different time as a function of 
reaction temperature.  The data is then interpolated with isochronic lines to construct an 
approximate temperature−time−transformation diagram.  It becomes clear that for each 
temperature there is a limiting state characterized by no further increase in absorbance with 
time.  This is related to the situation discussed for solvothermal deoxidation at 150°C in Figure 
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3.1, and is thus a generalization of this phenomenon over a wider temperature range. We find 
the limiting state shows a step change at ca. 140°C where a large increase in absorbance 
occurs.  Thus the deoxidation proceeds strongly only beyond 150°C.  Increasing the 
temperature to 200°C sharply increases the rate of deoxidation, but not the apparent final 




























































Figure 3.5: Effect of CO on deoxidation of sub-GOx in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, measured by absorbance 
of the dispersion at 532-nm wavelength.  (a)  Time dependence with and without CO bubbled through 
the solvent at 1 bar.  (b)  Temperature−time−transformation plot for the deoxidation of sub-GOx in the 
presence of CO, showing temperature-dependent limiting behavior.  Without CO, the absorbance after 
12 h is ca. 0.4 at 200°C, 0.3 at 150°C, and 0.23 (unchanged) at room temperature.  Cell path length, 
2.0 mm.  Dispersion concentration, 0.2 mg mL−1.   
 
XPS confirms that CO promotes the reduction of the OS of the sub-GOx (Table 3.1).  While 
solvothermal deoxidation in TCB at 200°C for 90 min decreases the OS to 0.35 
(Supplementary S1), the introduction of 1 atm of CO decreases this to 0.16, while retaining the 
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alkyl / Cb ratio at ≈ 0.02.  This is even more deoxidized than what was obtained with NMP, but 
potentially easier to control, and without the evolution of corrosive NOx decomposition products.  
Therefore we have established that CO is a surprisingly effective deoxidizer for sub-GOx at 
elevated temperatures, and this contributes a mechanism for the observed solvent effect.  This 
finding is remarkable also because CO was not previously known to be able deoxidize 
epoxides, except styrene oxide in the presence of Au nanoparticle catalyst.47 Although the 
mechanism is not understood, perhaps, it is possible that the electron deficient oxygen in CO 
attacks the epoxide and causes epoxide ring opening, followed by formation of a four-
membered ring structure which quickly undergo reverse Diel-Alds reaction to generate C=C 
and C=O respectively, releasing CO2 and leave behind a C=C bond.  
 
 
3.3.5 Properties of the deoxidized sub-GOx 
Next we characterize the dc conductivity of thin spin-cast films of the deeply deoxidized 
functionalized “graphene”.  A dispersion of 0.2 mg mL−1 in tetrahydrofuran was prepared and 
spin-cast onto 300-nm-thick SiO2/ Si substrates to give controlled thicknesses of flat-lying 
sheets for in-plane dc conductivity measurements.   No further purification was necessary.  
Film thickness was determined by the number of spin casts.  The systematic change in 
interference color from colorless (5-nm) through dark-blue to bluish-green (40-nm), as the film 
thickness increases, shows the film quality is high (Fig. 6(a), inset).  The films were then 
evaporated with 7-nm Cr/ 50-nm Au electrode arrays, with 40-m channel length and 1-mm 
channel width, for measuring the dc electrical conductivity (Keithley 4200-SCS) in the N2 glove 
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box.  The current−voltage characteristics were linear, which indicates the contacts were Ohmic.  
No post-deposition heat treatment was necessary.   
 
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the measured sheet resistance as a function of film thickness.  The sheet 
resistance decreases from 40 k/□ for the 5-nm-thick film to 6 k/□ for the 40-nm-thick film.  
This corresponds to the in-plane dc conductivity dc increasing from 0.3 S cm−1 for the 5-nm to 
40 S cm−1 for the 40-nm-thick film.  We believe the rapid increase in dc with thickness in this 
ultrathin regime is related to the development of percolation in the thicker films, and has also 
been observed in spray-coated films.  This is the highest reported conductivity to our 
knowledge based on deoxidized single-sheet dispersions (not aggregates) that can be 
processed from solvents.  It is about one order of magnitude higher than the deoxidized sub-
GOx obtained by solvothermal deoxidation in DMF or NMP, and 2−3 times higher than that 
obtained by solid-state heat treatment It is also higher than the reduced GOx typically obtained 
by chemical reduction in aqueous hydrazine hydrate or sodium borohydride.8, 16, 19-20, 23, 48  
Although the conductivity achieved is only one-sixth of the c-axis conductivity (240 S cm−1) and 
one-twentieth of the basal-plane conductivity (1000 S cm−1) of single graphite crystals, it is 
already sufficient for a variety applications in electromagnetic interference shielding, 
electrostatic discharge protection, touch screens, voltage-supply electrodes and fuel cells.   
 
Figure 3.6 (b) shows a typical log dc plot against inverse temperature obtained from a deeply 
deoxidized alkyl functionalized sub-GOx. The apparent activation energy Ea for conductivity 
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over 180−77 K here is only 1.1 meV, rising to a few meV at room temperature.  Typically it is 
lower than a few meV.  Since dc is given by the product of carrier density and mobility, and the 
carrier density in sub-GOx is very weakly thermal-activated,3 the low Ea here indicates the 
mobility is also very weakly thermally-activated.  Therefore bandlike transport is also achieved 
in these solvothermal-deoxidized materials, and their ultimate conductivity is thus likely limited 




















































Figure 3.6: dc Electrical conductivity of ultrathin spin-cast film coatings of octadecylamine functionalized 
graphene, made by deep solvothermal deoxidation of corresponding functionalized sub-GOx. (a)  
Measured sheet resistance as a function of film coating thickness.  Inset:  Optical images of the coating 
in the channel between Au source and drain electrodes, and atomic force microscopy image of a typical 
deoxidized graphene single sheet.  Channel length, 40 mm.  Channel width, 1 mm.  (b)  A typical 
temperature dependence of electrical conductivity in the Arrhenius representation. Channel length, 40 
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3.3.6 Excellent processsability of the deoxidized sub-GOx 
Finally we will demonstrate that the organic solvent processable alkyl-functionalized sub-GOx 
as a class, including the functionalized graphenes, is vastly superior in terms of substrate 
adhesion and solvent processability than the usual unfunctionalized GOx and their chemically-
reduced counterparts that are processed as aqueous slurries.  Other advantages have already 
been discussed previously.19, 49-50  
 
(1) Superior substrate adhesion.  The functionalized graphene materials adhere well to 
a variety of substrates, including glass and plastic foils without any polymer binder or adhesion 
promoter.  This is shown clearly by the photographic results of the tape peel tests in Figure 3.7.  
The top image shows a coating of unfunctionalized sub-GOx on glass can be removed simply 
using a pressure-sensitive adhesive tape.  The middle and bottom images show respectively 
that the functionalized sub-GOx and solvothermal-deoxidized graphenes here, on the other 
hand, pass the adhesive-tape peek test.  Therefore the alkyl functionalized materials provide 
superior adhesion to substrates.  We attribute the difference to the excellent sheet dispersion in 
the functionalized materials, but aggregation in the unfunctionalized materials. 
  
 














Figure 3.7: Excellent adhesion of alkyl-functionalized sub-GOx and graphene film coatings on clean 
glass substrates.  Left object in each photograph is the film coating remaining on 1.2x1.2-cm clean 
glass substrate, after contacting the right half with pressure-sensitive adhesive tape and pull-off.  Right 
object is the adhesive tape in which the left half was previously contacted with the film coating.  Top:  
Unfunctionalized sub-GOx coated from aqueous dispersion.  Middle:  Octadecylamine functionalized 
sub-GOx, coated from chlorobenzene dispersion.  Bottom:  Octadecyllamine functionalized graphene, 
obtained by deep solvothermal deoxidation of the corresponding functionalized sub-GOx, coated from 
chlorobenzene dispersion. 
 
(2) Superior solvent processability.  The alkyl-functionalized graphene materials are 
also processable by inkjet printing from chlorobenzene and other solvent media.  They do not 
clog the nozzles of the print head.  The experiments here were conducted with a research-
grade 16-jet shear-mode piezo-film print head (Fuji Dimatix DMP 2831) with a nozzle orifice 
diameter of 20 m.51  Stable jetting characteristics were obtained (Figure 3.8 (a)).  We have 
deposited arrays of graphene films (Figure 3.8 (b)) with thicknesses of only 4−8 nm (i.e., 3−5 
functionalized graphene monolayers), and good uniformity, as evidenced by the uniform 
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interference color. This is confirmed by microRaman mapping (G band intensity) with 
micrometer resolution, which reveals a thickness uniformity of 20% (Figure 3.8 (c)) and no 
“coffee-stain” effect. The functionalized graphene materials can be readily printed on a variety 
of substrates, including SiO2 with Au electrode arrays (Figure 3.8 (d)) and on a commercial 
poly(ethyleneterephthalate) foil (Figure 3.8 (e)).  Finally, the functionalized graphene materials 
can also be deposited by spray coating onto commercial plastic foils (Figure 3.8 (f)).  These 
methods of processing are not readily available to aqueous slurries due to dewetting and 















Figure 3.8: Excellent processability of alkyl-functionalized sub-GOx and deoxidized graphene materials.  
(a)  Uniform jetting through print head nozzles.  Inset: Photograph of 0.3 mg mL−1 C18-alkylamine 
functionalized sub-GOx in chlorobenzene used for printing.  (b)  Printed arrays on 
hexamethyldisilazane-treated 300-nm-thick SiO2/ Si wafers. Inset:  Zoom-in image of a single printed 
droplet film, showing uniform interference color.  (c)  MicroRaman of a printed droplet film, showing 
uniform G band intensity.  (d)  Printed arrays on source−drain electrode patterns. Inset: Zoom-in image 
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of single droplet film on an electrode pattern.  (e)  Printed lines on a commercial plastic foil, with 
increasing graphene density from left to right.  (f)  Spray-coated film on an A4-size commercial plastic 
foil, shown here over a light background with “NUS ONDL” wordings to show film uniformity. 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have discussed an efficient solvothermal process to achieve deep 
deoxidation of functionalized sub−GOx. The desired deoxidation and regraphenization are 
prompted at higher temperatures and by the use of aprotic made solvents. Moreover, we have 
found that carbon monoxide (CO) was a remarkably efficient fugitive deoxidizer. We further 
demonstrated that that the dispersioin of deoxidized sub-GOx could be directly used for printing, 
coating and formulating into nanocomposites, without further purification or heat treatment. 
Thin films of the deoxidized sub-GOx give dc conductivities of up to 40 S cm−1, which is the 
highest, reported to date for solvent-processable graphene derivatives.   
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Chapter 4. Determining of graphene oxide sheet size in 
dispersion using in-situ dynamic light scattering  
 
Dynamic light scattering technique (DLS) is an established in-situ method for characterizing 
spherical particles sizes population of nano-materials, such as gold and silica nano-particles, in 
a simple and fast manner.  However the feasibility of this technique for characterizing two-
dimensional particle is still lacking. In this chapter, we show that we have been successfully 
using this technique and modeled the field autocorrelation function of various graphene oxide 
sheet (GOx) size (radius ranging from 60 nm to 10 m) in aqueous by disc method.  We 
achieve relatively good matching (less than 20% deviation) between the extracted sheet radius 
and their deposited sheet radius determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Using the 
same technique, we achieve extracted sheet radius of about 365 nm for our functionalized sub-
stoichiometric GOx (sub-GOx) which has typical sheet size of 290nm determined by AFM.   
Finally, from the average GOx sheet radius as a function of sonication time plot, we observe 
three regions: induction, 1st decay and 2nd decay region. Both decay regions follow power law 
dependence on the sonication time, 1st and 2nd decay region scale as t-0.37 and t-0.22 
respectively.  We attribute the scission rate to drag force experience by the GOx and the 
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4.1 Introduction 
Sonication has been widely used to disperse nanoparticles such as gold,1-2 silica,3-4 and 
carbonaceous materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs),5-7 graphene and graphene oxide 
(GOx), and also their derivative materials.8-13 In particular, for one-dimensional carbon 
nanotubes and two-dimensional graphene and GOx sheets, sonication leads to scissoring of 
carbon nanotubes length,6-7, 14-15 and breaking of the graphene and GOx sheet size13, 16-17 
respectively.   These phenomena are the result of cavitation bubbles grow into critical sizes of 
about 10 m - 30 m by acoustic waves induced nucleation of gas bubbles,18-19 followed by 
fast collapse of these bubbles that creates a strong fluid flow field in the surrounding liquid.  
The GOx sheets and CNTs near this surrounding liquid will experience shear force which 
arises from cavitation bubble collapse induced velocity difference between them and the 
surrounding liquid. The shear force causes GOx sheets and CNTs to rupture.20 A high shear 
strain rate, (dε/dt), up to 109 s-1 is predicted for the radial elongation around cavitation bubbles.6 
It is further well-established that sonication results in defects in GOx sheets as indicated by 
higher intensity of D peak in Raman spectra as sonication time increases.9   Hence, it is 
important to minimize the sonication time required to achieve stable GOx dispersion. Further, it 
is advantageous to keep the sonication time short as GOx films formed using smaller 
overlaying sheets can affect the charge transport of their conducting film after reduction since 
charges have to hop across many sheets.    
 
The most common method used to determine GOx sheet size (related to sonication time) is by 
constructing sheet size distribution histogram using direct imaging techniques such as atomic 
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force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).10 Typically, more than 
50 to 100 sheets are required to construct the histogram.  A more practical method is to use 
DLS technique which offers an in-situ measurement of particles’ dispersion.  Using this 
technique, the hydrodynamic properties, size and shape of GOx, can be acquired through 
theoretical relation with their deposited samples.21 However, there are some challenges using 
this technique to determine GOx sheet size.  First, its dispersion needs to be stable.  Second, 
the disc model for GOx is still not well-established.  Nevertheless, there are still some reports 
about using DLS to determine the sheets size of iso-cyanated functionalized GOx in organic 
solvent8 and reduced GOx in polymer matrix.22 In both cases, the sphere method is used 
conveniently to fit their field autocorrelation function results.   However, detail studies of their 
extracted average sheet radius by DLS with their deposited sheets by AFM and/or TEM are not 
available.  
 
In this work, we sonicated the pristine GOx for different time to obtain different GOx sheet sizes 
and collect their scattering light intensity using DLS.  We then obtained their sheet size by 
fitting their field autocorrelation function using modified disc model employed in suspensions of 
purple and white membrane.23-24 We further imaged their GOx sheets by AFM to construct their 
sheet radius histogram.  We found good matching of average sheet radiuses (less than 20%) 
using both methods.  In contrast, sphere model result gives larger deviation about 50%.   
Following the same way, we also obtained sheet size of functionalized sub-GOx dispersed in 
organic solvent and achieved good agreement in both measurements. Lastlly, we observed 
three regions for GOx sheet sizes versus. sonication time. They were: induction, 1st decay and 
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2nd decay region. Both decay regions follow power law dependence on the sonication time, 1st 
and 2nd decay region scale as t-0.37 and t-0.22 respectively.  We attributed the scission rate to 
drag force experience by the GOx and the effective volume of the GOx respectively. 
 
4.2 Experimental methods 
Graphene oxide (GOx). Synthetic graphite flakes (7g, Sigma Aldrich, 100mesh) are 
intercalated in a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid (96.45%, 45mL, J. T. Baker), 
concentrated nitric acid (65%, 5mL, Merck) and hexadecanol (99.0%, 34mg, Sigma Aldrich). 
The mixture is heated at 90°C for 4 h, filtered and then further purified by exhaustive washing 
with Milipore water until the pH is 6 before vacuum drying at room temperature. The purified 
dry graphite-acid-intercalated flakes are then exfoliated in domestic microwave (Sharp, R-
398FS) for 2 min to obtain exfoliated graphite. GOx  was prepared by oxidation of exfoliated 
graphite (0.1g) with concentrated sulfuric acid (95%-97%, 15mL, Romil),  fuming nitric acid 
(90%, 7.5mL, Romil) and potassium permanganate (KMnO4, 1.3g, J.T.Baker) for 3 days at 
room temperature.  The reaction mixture is quenched with copious Millipore water, and 
centrifuged at 1680 g (3000rpm). GOx is collected as sediment. Material floating on the top of 
water is discarded. The GOx is purified by exhaustive washing with Millipore water until the pH 
is neutral before vacuum drying at room temperature and storing in the N2 glove box. 
Elemental analysis gives the empirical formula of C2O2H1.42.   
 
Functionalized sub-stoichiometric graphene oxdie (functionalized sub-GOx). Sub-GOx 
was prepared by oxidation of synthetic graphite (1.0 g; 496596, Sigma Aldrich) using a 
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modified Staudemaier oxidation in a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid (17.5 mL; 95-97%, 
Romil), fuming nitric acid (9.0 mL; 90%, Romil)  and potassium chlorate (11 g; >99.0%, Sigma-
Aldrich) initially added cold and then warmed to room temperature and kept for 7 d.25  The 
slurry was then quenched with ice−water maintained at 0−5°C. The sub-GOx materials were 
isolated on filter and then purified by exhaustive washing with Millipore water until the pH is 
neutral before vacuum drying at room temperature and storing in the N2 glovebox.25 Elemental 
analysis gave the empirical formula of C2.00O0.82H0.80.  Octadecylamine surface functionalized 
sub−GOx is prepared by adding sub-GOx (500 mg) to octadecylamine (ODA, 2.5 g; 97%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) in 10.0 mL of dichlorobenzene (DCB, 99.8% purity, Romil), sonicating 
intermittently and stirring at 80ºC for 4h in a N2-purged glovebag.  The sub-GOx were 
precipitated using 50 mL of ethanol (EtOH, >99.8% purity, HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
centrifugation at 3200 g (3100 rpm) for 30 min.  These were re-dispersed in tetrahydrofuran 
(THF, 1.0 mL; >99.9% purity, HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and precipitated with EtOH 
repeatedly until completely free of ODA.  The functionalized sub-GOx was then obtained by 
dispersing the solid into 50 mL THF with brief sonication followed by centrifugation at 3200 g 
for 30 min to remove the insufficiently functionalized sub-GOx fraction. The purified and 
functionalized sub−GOx was then obtained by centrifuguation at 5600 g for 30 min and vacuum 
dried to give a solid with empirical formula  C2O0.8H0.79−(C18H37NH)0.091. 
 
Preparation of single-layer sheet GOx dispersion. GOx is dispersed in Millipore water at 0.5 
mg/ mL and rolled for 12h in room temperature. The dispersion is then centrifugated at 87g 
(1000rpm) for 10 min and brown supernatant is extracted carefully without stirring up the 
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aggregated sheets that settle at the bottom. To further remove the amorphous GOx, the 
supernatant is further centrifuged at 348 g (2000 rpm) for 10 min. The residue is re-dispersed 
into Millipore water and rolled for 3h.  
 
Preparation of single-layer sheet functionalized sub-GOx dispersion. Functionalized sub-
GOx is dispersed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at 0.1 mg/mL and sonicated for 30 min using a VWR 
bath sonicator. The dispersion is then centrifugated at 3200g (6800rpm) for 10 min and grey 
supernatant is extracted carefully without stirring up the aggregated sheets that settle at the 
bottom (almost no residue).  
 
Sonication of single-layer sheet GOx dispersion:  3-mm diameter rod sonicator tip (VC505 
ultrasonic processor, 750W, 25% amplitude) is inserted into aqueous GOx dispersion in 4mL 
clear vial. The whole sonication process is performed in N2 purged glove bag at room 
temperature. For 5-s, 10-s, 20-s, 1-min, 3-min, 10-min, 30-min samples, sonication is done 
using continuous-mode. For 2-h and 12-h, sonication is done using pulse mode (2-s pulse on, 
1-s pulse off) to avoid over heat of samples. 
 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS): 1.5 mL of dilute GOx dispersion (10-20 g) and 
functionalized sub-GOx (10-20g) were prepared.  This concentration will give about 50-200 
Kcps scattered light intensity.  It was then loaded into a SC1 (10 volume Millipore water: 2 
volume hydrogen peroxide: 0.5 volume ammonium hydroxide) cleaned DLS test tube and load 
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into glass vat containing an index matching liquid (decane). 633-nm helium-neon laser was 
directed onto the sample test tube and scattered light (from 30º to 130º in step of 10º) is 
collected using photomultiplier tube (PMT) sitting on a goniometer (Brookhave BI-200SM). A 
BI-2030AT correlator is to analyze the scattered light and output the intensity autocorrelation 
function. All DLS experiments are all carried out at 20°C.   
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM). Pristine GOx dispersion sonicated for different time (5-s, 
10-s, 20-s, 1-min, 3-min, 10-min, 30-min, 2-h and 12-h) are separately spin-casted onto 300-
nm thermal SiO2 substrate.  About 30 AFM images for each sample are collected using AFM 
(Dimension 3000, Nanoscope V613r1) in a tapping mode.   
 
Raman spectroscopy: Thin GOx films are drop-casted from their aqueous dispersions onto 
oxygen-plasma-cleaned Si native wafer and encapsulated in a N2 cell by glass windows 
spaced using Parafilm® M in glovebox, to avoid possible photo-oxidation effects. The Raman 
spectra were collected using a scanning confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw In-Via Raman 
2000) with 514-nm excitation wavelength at laser power 0.615 mW and 20-s exposure. No 
change in the spectra occurred between the first and second scan collected at the same spot 
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4.3 Results and discussion 
We used aqueous GOx dispersion since it gave larger sheet size and also highly-stable single-
layer sheet dispersion.  The pristine GOx dispersion was sonicated to give 5-s, 10-s, 20-s, 1-
min, 3-min, 10-min, 30-min, 2-h and 12-h sonicated GOx dispersions.  These dispersions were 
then spin-coated onto 300-nm SiO2 wafer for AFM imaging and the rest of the dispersions were 
diluted for DLS measurements.  
 
Figure 4.1 (a) left-bottom inset shows the DLS setup.  He-Ne laser is incident through the glass 
vat containing an index matching liquid (decane) onto the test tube containing 1.5 mL of 
sample solution.  The scattering light intensity (I) is collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
displaced at scattering angle () away from the laser incident direction. I is then converted into 
intensity autocorrelation function G2(K,)  by equation 1:  
22 ),(/),().,(),( n,ono tKItKItKIKG       (1)    
where scattering vector  /)2/sin(4K ,   the scattering angle,  is the delay time where 
on tt  .The delay time range is selected so that the G
2 decays to baseline can be observed. 
 is the laser excitation wavelength, 633-nm. 
 
G2 can then be converted to the normalized field autocorrelation function G1 through Seigert 
relation: 212 )(1 GG  , where  is the correction constant related to the geometry, laser 
optics and the number of coherent areas. 21 
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G1 contains all the dynamic information of particles in solution.  For mono-dispersed system, 
the G1 follows equation (2a).  For poly-dispersed system, it follows equation (2b).  We found 
from AFM images (see later) that our GOx had varying sheet sizes therefore we use equation 
(2b). 









                     (2b) 
where mi is the weighing factor for different particle sizes, i  is the decay rate for different 
particle sizes.  
 
G1 is solved by a cumulant expansion method26 up to third order, shown in equation (3) and 




11   GG                                   (3)   
where i is the i-th moment around of the decay rate distribution. 
 
Now we need a model to extract the radius of gyration (Rg) around the diameter of GOx sheet 
from . As mentioned, earlier work used sphere model for simplicity.   We investigate the 
modified disc model used for purple and white membrane23-24 in this work since it better 
describes the GOx sheet.  GOx sheet has its diameter (d) that is much larger than the 
thickness (L).  The disc model has been used in determining the disc size of disc-like purple 
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and white membrane23-24 of typical d and L of 600-nm diameter and 5 nm respectively that is 
similar to our GOx.  Therefore, several ideas are borrowed from this work. 
 
The modified disc model gR  relationship is given in equation (4). Nevertheless, we also 




2 XgDDXgRDDDK g     (4) 
whereRg2 is the mean square radius of gyration around the diameter of disc, Rg2=R2/4 for 
a thin disc.23  
 
The theoretical formulations for the diffusion coefficient of thin discs have not been reported.  
We therefore use the available diffusion coefficient for extremely oblate ellipsoid and ellipsoidal 
shell.27  Their diffusion coefficients are shown in equation (5). D0 is the average translational 
diffusion coefficient; D1 and D3 are the translational diffusion coefficients perpendicular and 

























        (5)  
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,  is the viscosity of solvent 
(water, = 1.002 x10-3 Pa.s at 293K). R is the radius of thin disc.    
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Function of g1(X) and g2(X) are calculated numerically using the formulas listed in Kubota et al.23 where 
X (X=KR), the formulas are shown in below. However, Kubota et al. generated KR up to 10.  We extend 
the calculations up to KR=250. The numerical results for g1(X) and g2(X) are tabulated in  
Table 4.1. 
2 2 2 1
1
1
2 0 2 2 1 2
( ) (1/ ) ( 1) (2 1) ( ) / (0)
( ) (2 1) ( )[ ( ) ( ) ( 2) ( ) ( 2) ( )] / (0)
g n
n
n n n n
n
g KR R K n n n a KR G
g KR n a KR L n a KR L n a KR L n a KR G 
   
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KR g1(KR) g2(KR) KR g1(KR) g2(KR) 
0.0 0.0000000 0.3468232 10.0 1.608841 0.9074364 
0.4 0.0001340 0.3324204 15.0 1.720310 0.9258040 
0.8 0.0066317 0.3379618 20.0 1.811460 0.9560380 
1.2 0.0406737 0.3610217 25.0 1.832640 0.9563120 
1.6 0.1021669 0.3990825 30.0 1.866530 0.9677500 
2.0 0.1912155 0.4496582 35.0 1.886850 0.9736720 
2.4 0.3079682 0.5102755 40.0 1.894330 0.9733140 
2.8 0.4524401 0.5784202 45.0 1.904850 0.9751110 
3.2 0.6370632 0.6607317 50.0 1.917020 0.9784940 
3.6 0.8596401 0.7440761 55.0 1.926300 0.9811960 
4.0 1.057503 0.8031502 60.0 1.932910 0.9831500 
4.4 1.165073 0.8163236 65.0 1.938070 0.9847580 
4.8 1.218202 0.8134165 70.0 1.942230 0.9861010 
5.2 1.234555 0.7950028 75.0 1.945680 0.9871800 
5.6 1.245800 0.7914339 80.0 1.948700 0.9879950 
6.0 1.275854 0.8026931 85.0 1.951510 0.9885590 
6.4 1.345714 0.8329079 90.0 1.954170 0.9889390 
6.8 1.411292 0.8579811 95.0 1.956640 0.9892140 
7.2 1.473857 0.8806249 100.0 1.958940 0.9894620 
7.6 1.518859 0.8934087 120.0 1.966300 0.9908240 
8.0 1.530475 0.8866160 140.0 1.971190 0.9924220 
8.4 1.515734 0.8723314 160.0 1.974270 0.9936720 
8.8 1.517076 0.8689250 180.0 1.976250 0.9944100 
9.2 1.534746 0.8755478 200.0 1.978000 0.9948910 
9.6 1.566187 0.8893386 250.0 1.984080 0.9960410 
 
Table 4.1: numerical values of g1(KR) and g2(KR) for a disc. 
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Finally, the experiment result of normalized field auto-correlation function, G1, for 3-min-
sonicated GOx is shown in Figure 4.1 (a).  At a fixed G1, the decay time decreases as the 
scattering angle increases.  The third-order cumulant expansion is used to extract   from G1 
and the result is plotted as 22/ KK   showed in Figure 4.1 (b).  We observe an initial short 
monotonic increase of 2/ K  at low K2 which then quickly leveling off at larger K2.   We 
calculate the numerical value of g1 and g2 as a function of KR, and shown in Figure 4.2.  The 
sum function of g1  and g2 in equation (4) increases slowly initially and increasing sharply after 
KR = 2 and slows down after KR = 4.23, 28-29   Therefore, it is expected that 22/ KK    follows 
the same trend. For this 3-min sonicated GOx, KR ranges from 1.98 to 6.95 and hence 
explains the experimental 2/ K  trend shown in Figure 4.1 (b). 
 
To extract R for different scattering angles, their   are then extracted by fitting G1 from 1 to 0.5.  
From, the R-K2 plot depicts in Figure 4.1 (c), we obtain an average GOx sheet radius (RDLS) of 
290-nm across all the full range of K2 from 0.4x1010 to 5.7x1010  cm-2   for this 3-min sonicated  
GOx sample.   To determine the standard deviation of the experimental 2/ K  values, we plot 
the upper and lower limit of 22/ KK   calculated from maximum and minimum RDLS obtained 
in Figure 4.1 (b).  
  
 




























































Figure 4.1: 3-min sonicated GOx dispersion (a) normalized field autocorrelation function plots for 
different scattering angles. inset: schematic diagram of DLS setup.  q is the scattering angle. Grey 
shaded is the graphene solution in glass vat. (b) Experimental and theoretical dependence of`2/K2 on 
the square of wave vector. Theoretical dependence has been calculated for both maximum radius and 
minimum radius using disc mode (c) dependence of radius on the square of wave vector, radius is 

































Figure 4.2: Graphic representation of g1(X) and g2(X) for a thin disc as a function of X (X=KR). 
 
Figure 4.3 (b) top panel shows one representative AFM image of the 3-min sonicated GOx 
after deposited on 300-nm SiO2 substrate. Sheets are typically single-layer with some 
overlaying sheets.  The GOx sheets are irregular.   We therefore obtain the integrated area of 
the individual sheets and then assume round-shape sheet to determine the GOx sheet radius 
by AFM to be RAFM  = area / π . We do this for about 100 pieces sheets for each sample and 
construct the sheet size histogram as shown in Figure 4.3 (b) bottom panel.  We then fit the 
histogram using log Gaussian and achieve a good fit as shown in AFM histogram as black 
dotted line, to get the mean RAFM of 365 nm ± 104 nm , that is only about 20% deviation from 
the RDLS value of 290 nm ± 12 nm. 
  
 









RAFM = area / π

















Figure 4.3: AFM images of GOx  sheet (top panel) and counts histogram of sheet radius, RAFM  (bottom 
panel), fitted with log Gaussian distribution (dotted line). (a) non-sonicated (b) after 3min-sonicated  (c) 
2h-sonicated GOx.  Inset: AFM image z-height: 20 nm; Definition of AFM  sheet radius. 
 
Two other similar presentations of the results for 0s- and 2h-sonicated GOx are shown in 
Figure 4.4 (a, b) and Figure 4.4 (c,d) respectively. For 0s- sonicated GOx, KR ranges from 48 
to 160.  This region appears at the region where the g1 and g2 almost flat.  As for 2h-sonicated 
GOx, its KR is from 0.6 to 2.4, it also appears at the lower flat region. Therefore, we expect 
both their 22/ KK   are flat.  However, the standard deviation of their 22/ KK   are larger, 
20% compared to 3-min sonicated GOx of 15%.   Further, the representative AFM images and 
their historgrams are also shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and Figure 4.3 (c).  Both have their RAFM  to 
closely match with the results obtained by DLS. The RAFM  and RDLS for  0s- sonicated GOx are 
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7.7 m ± 4.4 m and 7.2 m ± 0.7 m respectively and for 2h-sonciated GOx is 88 nm and 
78nm. For comparison, the sphere model result of 3-min sonicated GOx is also shown in 
Figure 4.5.  The sphere model gives about 50% deviation from the sheet size determined by 















































































0s-sonicated GOx 2h-sonicated GOx
0s-sonicated GOx 2h-sonicated GOx
 
Figure 4.4: 0s-sonicated and 2h-sonicated GOx dispersions. (a), (c) Experimental and theoretical  
dependence of`2/K2 on the square of wave vector. Theoretical dependence has been calculated for 
both maximum radius and minimum radius using disc mode (b), (d) dependence of radius on the square 
of wave vector, radius is calculated using disc model.  Exc. wavelength 633 nm. 
  
 





























































Figure 4.5: 3min-sonicated GOx dispersion (a) normalized field autocorrelation function plots for 
different scattering angles. (b) Experimental and theoretical  dependence of`2/K2 on the square of 
wave vector. Theoretical dependence has been calculated for both maximum radius and minimum 
radius using sphere mode (c) dependence of radius on the square of wave vector, radius is calculated 
using sphere model.  Exc. wavelength 633 nm. 
 
We also apply DLS to characterize the average sheet size of functionalized sub-GOx, the 
similar presentations are shown in Figure 4.6. And the representative AFM image and 
corresponding AFM counts histogram are shown Figure 4.7. The good agreement between 
RDLS ( 95 nm ± 12 nm) and RAFM ( 130 nm ± 33 nm) is obtained. The alkyl-chains grafted on 
the sub-GOx sheet do not affect the result of the extracted sheet radius. 
  
 



























































Figure 4.6: Functionalized sub-GOx dispersion (a) normalized field autocorrelation function plots for 
different scattering angles. (b) Experimental and theoretical  dependence of`2/K2 on the square of 
wave vector. Theoretical dependence has been calculated for both maximum radius and minimum 
radius using disc mode (c) dependence of radius on the square of wave vector, radius is calculated 
using disc model.  Exc. wavelength 633 nm. 
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Figure 4.7: AFM images of functionalized sub-GOx sheet (top panel) and counts histogram of sheet 
radius, RAFM  (bottom panel), fitted with log Gaussian distribution (dotted line).  
 
Raman spectroscopy has been widely used to probe defects in graphene sheets.11, 30-31 Figure 
4.8 (a) shows the Raman spectra of GOx as sonication time increases.  There is not obvious 
change in the intensity ratio of the D and G band (ID / IG) which suggests that internal edge 
defects already exist in the larger GOx sheets.  We further observed that the band width at full-
width-at-half-maximum (fwhm) of G, Gfwhm broadens slightly as sonication time increases.  (see 
Figure 4.8 (b)).      
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Figure 4.8: Raman spectra of GOx. (a) For different sonication time. (b) Sonication time dependence of 
G of G band. GG is full-width-half-maximum of G band. 
 
Figure 4.9 summarizes the GOx sheet size as the function of sonication time.  The sheet sizes 
obtained by DLS and AFM track each other very well.  We observe three distinct regions that 
are the induction (right after sonication), 1st decay (after induction time and up to 10-min) and 
2nd decay (10-min to 12-h).  The first decay curve follows power law decays which scale as t-0.37 
while the second decay curve  follows also power law,  t-0.22.       
  
 



























Figure 4.9: Sonciation time dependence of average sheet radius of GOx determined by DLS and AFM 
technique. 
 
To study the mechanism of sheet fragmentation, we firstly calculate the drag force experienced 
by GOx sheets by assuming GOx sheet to be a rigid thin disc and applying a laminar fluid flow 
over its flat top surface.32 Figure 4.10 (a) shows cross section view of a stationary thin disc 
under laminar fluid flow.  The total flow above the disc has been divided into two regions.  The 
boundary layer region is adjacent to the disc surface and external flow region further away from 
the disc surface.  
  
 





















Figure 4.10: (a) Cross section view of laminar flow over the stationary disc.  The blue shaded plate is 
cross section of thin disc. The total flow region above the disc is divided into “boundary layer region”, 
which is next to the disc, and “external flow region”. The direction along the disc is defined as x axis; 
perpendicular to disc as z axis and the direction perpendicular to x-z plane is y axis. The laminar flow 
direction is along the disc with magnitude given by V. The red shaded area is the control volume 
defined by the length, dx where xL and and xR is the start and end point, thickness d(x) and width dy. d(x) 
is the thickness of the boundary layer at x along the z-axis. sdisc(x) is the surface stress at disc surface. 
(b)  Top view of thin disc under laminar flow. The relative flow velocity is defined be 0 along the 
diameter perpendicular the flow direction (red line in the schematics). Rdisc is the radius of thin disc. 
 
The mass flow rate across left side, mL into the control volume (red shaded volume in Figure 
4.10 (a)) is given by equation (6).  The mass flow rate is positive when fluid enters the control 
volume and negative when fluid leaves it.  
  
 






 ,          (6) 
where is the density of fluid, dy is the width of control volume along y axis,  V1 is the velocity 
of laminar flow in the boundary layer along the x axis and the magnitude reaches V outside the 
boundary layer while it is zero at the disc surface. 
 
The mass flow rate mR  across the right side is: 
dxdzV
x






 ,    (7) 
 
From the integral equation of mass conservation for steady state, there can be no net 
accumulation of mass in the control volume; therefore, the sum of all the mass flow rates must 
be zero, 
0 TLR mmm          (8) 
 









          (9) 
 
According to fluid momentum balance:  
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0 FMMM TRL ,          (10) 
where ML, MR and MT are momentum convection terms in x direction through the left, right and 



















 ,    (12) 
dxdzV
x






        (13) 
 









dyF         (14) 
 
The control volume  gives same magnitude but opposite direction force to the disc, so F is also 
equal to:  
dydxF disc          (15) 
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To proceed further, we now need to select a trial function for V1(z). The trial function is 
assumed to be represented by a polynomial (the polynomial form has been verified by detail 
calculation):32 
32
1 )/()/()/(/)(  zdzczbaVzV        (17) 
The four constants a, b, c, and d are fixed by imposing four physical constraints: 
i) V1=0 at z=0; 
ii) V1=V at z=; 
iii) 0/1  zV  at y=; 
iv) 0/ 21
2  zV  at z=iv) has been obtained from the differential momentum balance for 
x direction.  
So: 31 )/(2/1)/(2/3/)(  zzVzV           (18) 
 
















       (19) 
We recall the definition of surface stress for a Newtonian fluid, and use the result of equation 
(18): 
)/(2/3]/[ 01  VdzdV zdisc          (20) 
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 is the viscosity of the fluid. 
 
According to equation (19) and (20), so: )/(2/3)
280
39
( 2  VV
dx
d









         (22) 
 






          (23) 












   (24) 
 
Ultrasonication effect arises from bubble cavitation, which would generate high strain rate in 
the surrounding liquid upon implosion. The strain rate, d/dt, can be calculated from the 











        (25) 
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It was defined earlier (Figure 4.10 (b)), the relative fluid velocity along disc diameter which is 
perpendicular to flow direction to be 0.  The thin disc is divided into two half discs by this 
diameter. The relative velocity (the relative velocity in the external fluid region) at any location 





 (it is assumed d/dt is constant within thin disc. Moreover, 
the drag forces existed on the two half discs have the same magnitude but opposite directions. 
Hence, we calculate the drag force for left half disc first in the following.   
 















       (26) 
is the density of fluid, is the viscosity of fluid, VF is the velocity of fluid.   
 





















      (27) 
 
The drag force of the shaded line shown in the above figure is: 
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discdiscleft ARdARF  

       (34) 
 
The drag force for the right half disc has the same magnitude as Fleft, but opposite direction, so 




2 discdiscleft RdtdARFF       (35) 
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where d/dt is the strain rate of the GOx,  is the density of fluid,    is the fluid velocity and  
Rdisc is the radius of GOx sheet. 
 
Hence, the drag force, F, experience by GOx sheets and is given in equation (35). Therefore 
we attribute the 1st decay region to the scission rate of GOx mainly by the drag force where 
Rdisc scales as t-1/3.6-7, 33  In the 2nd decay region where the GOx is even smaller in size, we 
attribute the scission rate of GOx to effective volume of the GOx that is  Rdisc3 x Rdisc3=Rdisc6 
where Rdisc is expected to scale as t-1/6.  This idea is adopted from the scission of CNT where 
the scission rate scales with its effective volume given by L3 where L is the length of CNT.7  
 
4.4 Conclusion 
We successfully used DLS techniques and applied modified disc model to determine the 
average sheet radius of aqueous GOx and functionalized sub-GOx in organic solvent and 
achieve good agreement when compare with the usual tedious direct atomic force imaging 
techniques.  As sonication time proceeds, the GOx sheet size scales as t-0.37 and t-0.22.  We 
attributed to the scission rate due to drag force experience by the GOx and the effective 
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Chapter 5. Summary and outlook 
 
Sub-GOx is a distinguished class of material, which shows similar optical and electrical 
properties of graphene. However, it has not been well understood yet. The work in thesis 
attempts to address some unknown problems and also develop new synthesis routes, as well 
as characterization technique to further advance the application of this material.  
  
In this thesis, I have found defects type and density in starting graphite sources are crucial 
factors, which influence their oxidative chemistry as well as the properties of their 
functionalized graphene derivative. This makes it possible to control the optical and electrical 
properties of sub-GOx by tuning the defects level in starting graphties. I also developed an 
efficient reduction route, solvothermal process, which can achieve highly deoxidized solution 
processable sub-GOx. This is extremely useful for these substrates, such as plastics, which 
cannot tolerate high temperature. In addition, I successfully employ DLS to characterize the 
sheet size of GOx and sub-GOx dispersion by applying disc model. This allows me to obtain 
reliable average sheet size in an easier and faster way, as well as to do in-situ characterization 
of sheet size in GOx and sub-GOx dispersion. Furthermore, I also studied the mechanism of 
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The work in thesis mainly focuses on the development of solution processable reduced 
graphene from sub-GOx, and I have achieved this. It is interesting to further investigate other 
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